Augusta Syndrome
Are you a sufferer?
Take a closer look...

Heritage moves outwards and upwards within the leaf blade.

Heritage stops the spread of disease that exists prior to spraying.

Lasting residual activity keeps Heritage working longer.

Heritage protects against fungi invasion by inhibiting spore germination, disease penetration and sporulation.

Turf roots absorb Heritage and move it throughout the plant.

Heritage is absorbed readily into the leaf and moves both systemically and translaminarly.

Heritage moves into emerging leaves that were not present during the initial application.

...only Heritage protects from the inside, so your turf looks good on the outside.

The turf fungicide that will control Take-All patch and Fusarium.

- Proven and unparalleled preventative and early curative action
- Protects each and every blade of grass including the roots and new growth
- Enters turfgrass through the leaf, stem and root system
- Low risk environmental and toxicological profile
- For use on all grass species

Heritage® and the Syngenta logo are Trade Marks of a Syngenta Group Company.
Heritage® contains Azoxystrobin. ALWAYS READ THE LABEL: USE PESTICIDES SAFELY.
©Registered Trade Mark of the Scotts Company and its affiliates.
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NO KNOWN CURE

Most years around this time we allude to Augusta Syndrome in the pages of Greenkeeper International. This month, however, we have gone one stage further and featured it as a major issue. Incidentally I hope you like our cover, drawn by award winning cartoonist Tony Husband. We have an article with highly respected golf commentator, Peter Alliss, who has been visiting Augusta National for almost 40 years and who has strong views on the course, while Assistant Editor, Gareth Jones, has been canvassing opinion on the subject for this month's Talking Heads.

You may ask why it has taken until 2005 to tackle an issue which has been at the forefront of the minds of many greenkeepers for many years, and which genuinely does cause headaches within the Maintenance Facilities of clubs up and down the country.

You'll be glad to hear that I can answer that. As it is discussed in our own magazine there is a danger that we would leave ourselves open to the line, "We would say that wouldn't we". In other words it could be seen as the magazine equivalent of whinging to each other that wouldn't we. In other words it could be seen as the magazine equivalent of whinging to each other that wouldn't we. However, having had the chance to speak with Peter Alliss, a man who is known and respected by television-watching golfers the world over, his views, as expressed in Greenkeeper International, would be of real interest to golf club members.

With that in mind it might be worth leaving your copy of the magazine in the clubhouse for a while or photocopying the front cover and the Peter Alliss and Talking Heads pieces and pinning them to the notice board. You never know, it might allow for some balanced discussion within the membership at a time when the usual Augusta debate rages and perhaps it may raise awareness of unrealistic expectations within golf clubs. If the articles are seen by the membership you might just make a few converts, or at the very least silence a few critics for a while.

Unfortunately Augusta Syndrome does exist but I don't believe that many club members - although they are a major factor in its existence - have ever heard of it. Perhaps that's no surprise as they are not the people who succumb to AS, it's only greenkeepers who are afflicted and there is no known cure.

However, having Peter Alliss talk about it and say that expecting a regular British course to be like Augusta National is about as realistic as thinking you can live in Buckingham Palace carries much more weight than Kerran Daly, John Pemberton or Scott MacCallum saying exactly the same thing.

To many golfers, "If Peter says it, it must be true." That says much for the esteem in which Peter is held.

Scott MacCallum, Editor

PRIZE GIVING TRACTORS

The BTME & ClubHouse Banquet had a unique twist this year, as all the guests were given a model of a Carraro Tractor, as part of the company's sponsorship of the evening, which marked the end of the Exhibition.

Tickets were hidden in three of the tractors and Stephen Cabrol, of Carraro UK, was on hand to present the three lucky winners, who found these tickets in their tractor, with their prizes.

EXTRA POSITION FOR GTC DIRECTOR

"I think the nomination is recognition for the GTC in its commitment to the promotion of education, training and qualifications to the golf club employers and greenkeepers it represents," said David.

"The GTC has worked with Lantra to develop, promote and implement the government framework of qualifications and apprenticeship schemes. "On behalf of the sector I will continue to work with all the relevant bodies and organisations to ensure that both employers and learners can access a quality range of qualifications from the increasingly popular vocational to the more academic awards."

THE RUNNING MAN

While many consider Sunday to be the day of rest, for one man Sunday April 17 will be anything but that. As countless people will be sitting down and tucking in to their traditional roast dinner Billy Merritt, of Beacon Park Golf Club, will be pushing his body to the limit as he runs the London Marathon.

Billy last ran the 26 mile course in 1997, completing it in just three hours and four minutes. The Beacon Park Head Greenkeeper is part of the Liverpool Running Club and is raising money for Marie Curie Cancer Care. Donations to this worthy cause are welcome and can be made by logging on to www.justgiving.com/daffodils.

Billy, 43, has now been running for 10 years and in that time has entered hundreds of races, including 10k, 10 mile and half marathons. The Marathon in the English Capital received a record 98,500 applications for the 2005 race, and Billy was one of the lucky athletes who successfully got through. The international event has been running since 1981, when just 7,747 individuals were accepted to race.

Stephen Cabrol (left) with BIGGA's Rosie Hancher and John Pemberton and the Carraro Tractor

The Greenkeepers' Training Committee Education Director, David Golding, has been appointed Vice Chairman of Lantra's Landscaping Industry Group.

Lantra is the Sector Skills Council for the environmental and land-based sector and the GTC has been a member of the landscaping industry group for nearly 10 years. David's appointment follows former vice chairman Eddie Wardrobe's promotion to Chairman of the group.

Martin Kay, has been canvassing opinion on the subject for this month's Talking Heads.
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INTURF BOUNCES BACK

Turf producer Inturf has signed a new three year deal to sponsor Wilberfoss FC, who are in Division 1 of the York and District League, having won promotion last year.

"We're delighted to get behind our local team this way," said Stephen Edwards, Joint Managing Director of Inturf. "Sport at the grass roots is important for us all yet it's remarkable to think that in the very same week that we teamed up with Wilberfoss we also signed up for turf orders with the likes of Everton and Burnley Football Clubs and Carnoustie and The Belfry Golf Courses. It's an exciting time for our business, which celebrates its 20th Anniversary in May."

GOLF TEE SIGNS APPOINT ROBINSON

Golf Tee Signs has appointed Charmian Robinson as Sales and Marketing Manager for the UK, with the aim of increasing the market share of Golf Tee Signs in the golf and leisure signage market.

Charmian has many years experience in promoting machinery and associated products to the Golf and Amenity markets. For the past year she has been employed by Golf Tee Signs as a Marketing and Publicity Agent, resulting in a significant increase in sales and general awareness of the company within the market.

"We felt that there was a requirement for a more coordinated sales and marketing strategy that required the expertise of someone with a broader perspective of the sales potential," said Simon Challoner, owner of Golf Tee Signs.

"Charmian has a vast knowledge of the golf and associated industries and has proved that she can generate enquiries not just in the golf sector, but in other markets as well. We welcome her to our management team and look forward to even greater success in the future."

TARGET BREAKERS RECOGNISED

Dave Tullett (left), from Parks and Grounds Machinery, receives his Award from Philip Threadgold and Cees de Bree named as the company's Target Breakers for the 2004 sales year.

The performance of nine Charterhouse Turf Machinery dealers has resulted in them being

The dealerships that surpassed their target sales levels are Ben Burgess Garden Equipment, FG Adamson & Son, Geo Brown Implements, Keith Morgan Mowers, New Forest Farm Machinery, Parks & Grounds Machinery, Campey Turf Care Systems, Rickerby and Tomlinson Groundcare. Representatives from the nine Target Breakers recently attended a special presentation ceremony with Philip Threadgold, Managing Director of Charterhouse Turf Machinery. Also in attendance was Cees de Bree, of Holland-based Redexim, Charterhouse's parent company.

Two special awards were made in recognition of particularly outstanding performance. Keith Morgan Mowers were named as Charterhouse Dealer of the Year, and David Common scooped the Charterhouse Salesman of the Year Award.

EASTERN GARDEN COVERS JERSEY

Eastern Garden Machinery, based in Gorey on Jersey, has taken on Tracmaster's BCS Dealership for the island of Jersey.

Tracmaster's Managing Director, Stephen Pitt, said: "We are delighted to welcome Bob Messervy and Eastern Garden Machinery to our growing team of BCS and Camon Dealers. We are currently looking to expand our Dealer Network as we are changing the way we trade in the UK. We propose to offer our entire BCS and Camon range through Dealers."

SUPATURF GO ORGANIC

Supaturf Products Limited and Sport Organics Limited have entered into a sales and marketing partnership for the products and services offered by Sports Organics. The new arrangement provides Supaturf Products Limited with complimentary sales and services for the local authority and sports turf market.

Marcus Palmer, Supaturf's Managing Director said: "With our sales team's activity in the local authority and sports turf market we will be able to provide our customers with a wider package of products and services. Sports Organics has developed products that provide sports turf and amenity managers with powerful management tools in the form of Plan IT and technically proven alternative methods to current drainage methods."

"This new venture is very exciting and enables our technologies and services to be exposed to a broad, targeted audience through the Supaturf sales team," explained Justin Smith, of Sports Organics.
ETESIA AND SGM ANNOUNCE PARTNERSHIP

Etesia and Scottish Grass Machinery have announced a new partnering agreement between the two companies.

Under the arrangements SGM Hire’s customers nationwide will now be able to contract hire new Etesia machines.

“While Etesia is heading this venture nationally, all machines will be supplied through our local specialist dealer network in order to maintain our high standards of supply and back-up. We are very pleased to be taking a proactive role in this partnership which we believe will make Etesia products more widely available to end users,” explained Les Malin, Etesia UK’s General Manager.

SGM have also signed an agreement to distribute Yamaha golf cars and utility vehicles in Scotland. In the past 3 months SGM has signed up distribution agreements with CLAAS UK, Shibaura and Kioti.

“In building this business, our focus has always been to add top quality names to the list of manufacturers we represent and, with Yamaha, we have certainly achieved that,” said David Mdnroy, Chairman of Scottish Grass Machinery.

St Andrews Links Trust has appointed a Head Greenkeeper for its seventh course, which is being created just outside St Andrews.

Allan Patterson, Head Greenkeeper on the Kings, Queens and Wee courses at Gleneagles, will oversee the construction, opening and long-term development of the cliff top course.

The appointment was made following a thorough selection process involving over 70 applicants from as far a field as Australia, Canada and the USA. The decision, as the Trust’s Links Superintendent Gordon Moir indicates, was based on Allan’s experience and knowledge.

“Allan has the desired greenkeeping skills to develop a golf project of this size and quality. His experience at Gleneagles combined with his ability will help ensure that the new course complements the broad range of golfing experiences available at St Andrews.”

Allan held the position of Head Greenkeeper at Gleneagles for seven years following an apprenticeship that saw him take on a variety of roles including Deputy Head Greenkeeper and Assistant Greenkeeper at the resort. Prior to this, Allan spent nine years at Powfoot Golf Club, Dumfrieshire.

His appointment at St Andrews Links is a move that the 38 year old greenkeeper is relishing: “This is a great opportunity to work at the Home of Golf. The course design is fantastic and the location couldn’t be better. It promises to be an outstanding golf course.”

At over 7,000 yards, the seventh public course at St Andrews is being created in response to demand on the existing Links courses where approximately 210,000 rounds are played every year. Designed by David McLay Kidd, the new course is expected to open in 2007.

NEW HEADLAND DISTRIBUTORS

Headland Amenity has appointed Stewartsturf Ltd as the company’s main distributor for Scotland. Based in Mayfield, Dalkeith, south of Edinburgh, Stewartsturf is a family company with over 100 years in the Amenity Turf Market.

“Stewartsturf has built a sound reputation over many years and developed an impressive coverage,” said Headland’s Andy Russell. “The key thing for us is that they understand Etesia products more widely available to end users,” explained Les Malin, Etesia UK’s General Manager.

SGM have also signed an agreement to distribute Yamaha golf cars and utility vehicles in Scotland. In the past 3 months SGM has signed up distribution agreements with CLAAS UK, Shibaura and Kioti.

“In building this business, our focus has always been to add top quality names to the list of manufacturers we represent and, with Yamaha, we have certainly achieved that,” said David Mdnroy, Chairman of Scottish Grass Machinery.

St Andrews Links Trust has appointed a Head Greenkeeper for its seventh course, which is being created just outside St Andrews.

Allan Patterson, Head Greenkeeper on the Kings, Queens and Wee courses at Gleneagles, will oversee the construction, opening and long-term development of the cliff top course.

The appointment was made following a thorough selection process involving over 70 applicants from as far a field as Australia, Canada and the USA. The decision, as the Trust’s Links Superintendent Gordon Moir indicates, was based on Allan’s experience and knowledge.

“Allan has the desired greenkeeping skills to develop a golf project of this size and quality. His experience at Gleneagles combined with his ability will help ensure that the new course complements the broad range of golfing experiences available at St Andrews.”

Allan held the position of Head Greenkeeper at Gleneagles for seven years following an apprenticeship that saw him take on a variety of roles including Deputy Head Greenkeeper and Assistant Greenkeeper at the resort. Prior to this, Allan spent nine years at Powfoot Golf Club, Dumfrieshire.

His appointment at St Andrews Links is a move that the 38 year old greenkeeper is relishing: “This is a great opportunity to work at the Home of Golf. The course design is fantastic and the location couldn’t be better. It promises to be an outstanding golf course.”

At over 7,000 yards, the seventh public course at St Andrews is being created in response to demand on the existing Links courses where approximately 210,000 rounds are played every year. Designed by David McLay Kidd, the new course is expected to open in 2007.

NEW ROLE FOR MCGILVRAY

Duncan McGilvray with Kerin Conn, Marketing Manager, Haztek International
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PROMOTION FOR DAVID ROBERTS

David Roberts has been appointed Sales and Marketing Manager of Kubota UK Limited's tractor and groundcare division. Taking on responsibility for directing the sale and marketing of tractors, tractor attachments and ride-on mowers for the Thame, Oxfordshire based business, David had been previously the company's Sales Manager. In his new integrated role, David's principal responsibility is to ensure the effective distribution, sale and support of Kubota agricultural and horticultural products by the company's appointed dealer network in the United Kingdom and Ireland.

David joined Kubota's sales office in 1989, having gained higher education qualifications in agricultural engineering. During the 1990's David worked both as Distribution Manager and then a Regional Sales Manager for Kubota UK before becoming the company's Sales Manager in 2002.

"My intention is that the name Kubota becomes a by-word not solely for product quality but also for customer service and support, building on the excellent dealer network that we have appointed throughout the UK and Ireland," said David.

SOUTH COAST SEMINAR SUCCESS

The South Coast Section held its annual seminar at Canford Magna Golf Club in February. The seminar is part of the BIGGA Continue to Learn Programme and the close working relationship with Ken Richardson and Sami Collins has seen it continue to develop and become a huge success.

As well as receiving sponsorship from BIGGA, the day was also sponsored by Farmura and Bredy Irrigation Services and received excellent support from both the GTC and the R&A. The day had 110 delegates and was sold out well in advance with a long reserve list too.

The theme was 'A natural golf course' and was promoting traditional greenkeeping and a sustainable golf course. Jim Arthur, who chaired the day, opened the proceedings. The morning saw three excellent presentations from Rungsted Golf Club's Course Manager, Ian Tomlinson, Royal Cinque Ports' Course Consultant, Gordon Irvine, and Temple Golf Club's Course Consultant, Malcolm Peake. The afternoon session saw two more excellent presentations from Tyrell Wood's Course Manager, Billy McMillan, and BIGGA National Chairman Kerran Daly.

Hayter Award Dealers

for the hard work they have put in throughout the previous year.

This year one of the most popular people in the industry in the USA, the UK and Continental Europe, Stan Kinkead, received the International Distributor of the Year Award on behalf of the National Mower Company in the USA.

The Top Dealer of the Year Award was given to Lister Wilder Agriculture Ltd, and the Outstanding Dealer of the Year Award was presented to Carrs Billington Agriculture. Each year an Individual Achievement Award is given and this year Peter Bagguley, of Mitchell Industries Ltd, received it.

Commenting on the evening’s events David Sturges, Sales and Marketing Director for Hayter said: “These awards are not given out lightly and a great deal of thought goes in to who should receive them. We deliberately keep the awards to a small number to ensure their individual value but at the same time we do recognise the tremendous efforts made by our dealers and distributors.”

MACMILLAN QUALIFIES AS PARALEGAL

Ian MacMillan, of the Scottish Central Section, has recently qualified as a Fellow of the Society of Specialist Paralegal.

Ian, Course Manager at Murrayshall Hotel and Golf Courses, has gained the specialist degree in order that he could aid other greenkeepers who are having difficulties in their employment on top of the BIGGA Legal Helpline.

Ian sailed through the degree course, completing it in just six months and the Headman was the only student out of the 38 sitting the exams that was not practising law as a profession.

COLLEGE ACHIEVES EXCELLENCE

Plumpton College has achieved full status as the Centre of Vocational Excellence (CoVE) for Rural Business Management Training, after a year of developmental work. The award has brought with it over £500,000 of investment from the Learning and Skills Council to the colleges.

In recognition of this achievement, Plumpton has invested in a fully equipped training centre, The Sussex Rural Business Centre, which enables the College to deliver courses and seminars tailored to the rural business needs. "This has been an important development in the future direction of the College," said Des Lambert, Principal of Plumpton College.

EDWARDS TAKES OVER

Past Chairman Chris Carr (left) hands the Chairmanship of the TGA to Stephen Edwards.

Stephen Edwards, of Inturf, has taken over the Chairmanship of the Turfgrass Growers Association when members gathered in Cardiff for its AGM recently.

"I'm committed to the turf industry as a whole, not just those growers who choose to be members of the TGA," commented Stephen. "As Chairman I plan to encourage the TGA council to work proactively with existing members to encourage new membership and to promote its benefits to both the grower and the end-user."
David Golding emphasises both the role and importance of the employer in greenkeeper training.

The ‘employer’ at golf clubs has been the topic of many a conversation during my years involved in the sector.

The Home Unions have continually tried to engage employers by hosting seminars and workshops during recent years that have included a wide range of subjects all aimed at ensuring the most up to date information is available to the affiliated clubs they represent. The GTC has the English, Scottish and Welsh Golf Unions’ representatives as Board Members and I am aware of their frustrations when delegate numbers for many of their events have been disappointing.

In Britain we are fortunate that the Unions do play an active role in terms of supporting greenkeeper education through their funding support to the GTC and their pro-active Golf Course Committees or Services Committee. I know it is a responsibility the Home Unions take very seriously and they are always looking for new ideas on how to ensure the employer is supported in all the key matters relating to the management of the golf club and course.

The Royal & Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews, the major funding body of the GTC, has also been very active in its efforts to support golf clubs by establishing a Golf Course Committee with a full time Secretary. Steve Isaac, continually trying to share good practice with golf clubs. The uptake on registrations on the www.bestcourseforgolf.org website is very encouraging and I am sure, once a club has registered, many of the checklists will need the Course Manager’s input successfully to complete many of the categories. Please check if your club has registered and, if they have, who is responsible for updating the progress. I urge all Course Managers to become involved in the R&A initiative to assist clubs in accessing best practice and principles for golf course maintenance and management.

One major problem we seem to have is in identifying the ‘employer’ at the majority of our clubs. I believe this accounts for much of the frustration from Course Managers, who often feel they cannot maximise their own knowledge and experience due to the fact that they are not able to liaise directly with the employer.

Often a club will give the Secretary/Manager overall responsibility for the day to day administrative running of the club including the golf course but, while there has to be someone identified as the overall Manager, they too are an employee and I believe there should be a mutual respect between the Secretary and the Course Manager for each other’s responsibilities. The Course Manager’s position can often be a lonely one but hopefully through training and experience they can also educate the club to be active in their support for staff development as well as supplying adequate resources to implement agreed policies.

The policies now include matters such as Health & Safety, the environment and course maintenance principles. These should all be embraced by a club policy document, which must be approved by the membership. The membership must have the confidence to allow the Course Manager to manage the course and this is why management training is made available to give greenkeepers the confidence and competence to add to their greenkeeping skills and knowledge.

At the proprietary clubs it is obviously the owner who is responsible for all the issues and decisions to be made to ensure the desired standards both on and off the course are maintained. However at resort type courses it is often the General Manager and the Course Manager who liaise on behalf of the owners, whoever they might be, working together to an agreed budget which is often a recipe for a business like approach to producing an all round product which customers require.

Is this then the way forward for our traditional golf clubs? Do we need to keep talking about the missing ‘employer’ or should Course Managers be allowed to manage the course in line with the agreed policies liaising with the Manager as and when necessary?

It has to be said that some clubs do have excellent Chair of Green/Green Convenor and those who have been sufficiently interested in remaining in the post more than a year or so often prove to be ideal employers. I think Mr J. H. Arthur B.Sc. may well have got it right with his quote: “The best committees consist of an uneven number, and three is too many.” While those of us continue to promote this ideal let us try to encourage that one person, hopefully strong in character, to take on the responsibility of the employer.

In the past I have heard from Course Managers who feel that their Chair of Green should not be encouraged to educate themselves in turf maintenance. We all know the dangers of the ‘surrogate Course Manager’ role but somebody has to be identified as the employer. We all know the problems associated with the ever changing Chair of Green/Green Convenor at some clubs, but maybe if when appointed they were registered onto the first available STRI short course specifically designed to give an overview of best principles for maintaining a golf course, this might encourage more to enjoy their position and to be more understanding of the work of his/her Golf Course Manager.

It is also so important that Course Managers and Head Greenkeepers take every opportunity to keep their own professional development updated so they can manage the golf course and not have to rely on someone else to carry out that role. The excellent management training courses organised by BIGGA all address the key areas of effective communication and tutors are appointed because of not only their credentials as trainers in management skills but also their empathy for the role of the Golf Course Manager.

The numbers of people who I would describe as typically knowledgeable, experienced Head Greenkeepers who have attended a short management course and returned for more sessions because they got so much out of the course are countless. Do you take advantage of these courses? If not, if you see your role as a Manager please consider this option for your personal development as they can be both enjoyable but also inspirational.

It seems that the debate will go on, with most traditional clubs still preferring the committee rule structure, but one very pleasing aspect of my work for the GTC is that all bodies involved in golf have never worked closer together in an attempt to provide information to clubs.
With 2005 quickly ticking by Education and Training Manager, Ken Richardson, highlights the FREE training for Greenkeepers available across the UK.

By the time that you read this article, Easter will have come and gone, the clocks will have gone forward and a third of 2005 will have gone by. My thoughts are now on the TORO Student of the Year Programme, the BIGGA Golf Environment Competition, FREE - yes - FREE training for greenkeepers and the BIGGA Education and Development Fund.

BIGGA Golf Environment Competition

You should have all received an invitation to enter the 2005 BIGGA Golf Environment Competition sponsored by WRAP, Scotts UK Professional, Syngenta Professional Products and new for 2005, Waste2Water. The 2005 Competition will run on similar lines to previous years although, due to extra sponsorship, more clubs than ever will receive a visit from the STRI judges.

Entry forms will be sent to interested clubs in early April and they will have to be returned to BIGGA HOUSE by early June when the Competition judges assess nine areas of environmental management:

- Nature Conservation
- Energy Efficiency
- Landscape and Cultural Heritage
- Education and Training
- Water Resource Management
- Turfgrass Pest Management
- Communications
- Public Access and Awareness
- Waste Management

Those clubs judged to meet the criteria best will be selected to progress to the second stage of the Competition while clubs not selected will receive extended feedback on their entry. Clubs selected to progress to the second round will be visited by the judges who will, subsequently, select the prize winners for 2005.

The National Winner will receive a cheque for £2,000, a Scotts Weather Master Weather Station and the BIGGA Golf Environment Trophy. Each of the other four area winners and the runners up in the winners region will each receive a cheque for £500.

Prizes of £500 will be awarded for:
- The Best Environmental Initiative
- The Most Impressive Newcomer
- The Best Use of Recycled Materials

All prize winners receive a plaque to display in the Clubhouse.

Whether your course is large or small, it provides an important link in the environmental chain, helping to achieve long term ecological benefits. Let your members, local residents and the World see what you are doing by entering this year’s Competition. Who knows, it may be your turn to join this year’s winners at the BTME & Clubhouse Exhibition held in Harrogate in January 2006.

FREE Training

It’s not often that you can get anything for free, however, free training is available for golf greenkeepers. The first way of obtaining free training is to enrol your trainee onto an Education and Training provider and/or your local Learning and Skills Council (LSC) office for further details.

Free training is available in other parts of the country for all trainees. I mentioned a scheme in the Midlands in a previous article and South Yorkshire has become the most recent area to offer this deal. Again, contact your local LSC office for details.

BIGGA Education and Development Fund

BIGGA has been able to produce a wide range of training support material and to subsidise training courses thanks to the generous contributions made to its Education and Development Fund. Over the past year, more than £25,000 has been used to subsidise Regional and Section Seminars and Conferences and to subsidise local training courses.

Many greenkeepers, who have had to pay their own fees, have benefited from the Refund of Fees Scheme and we have awarded a contract to produce the long awaited Training and Development Manual.

We are very grateful for the contributions made by companies and by individuals to the Education and Development Fund. However, if you wish to contribute or you know of a company or individual who is interested in joining the Fund then please let me know.
SPECIAL OFFER FOR NEW AND EXISTING BIGGA MEMBERS FROM HAZTEK INTERNATIONAL

BIGGA have teamed up with Haztek International, Golf Health and Safety Specialists, to give new members access to a free Health and Safety hotline, available 24 hours a day.

Members will be able to call or email with any Health and Safety concerns and get instant free advice from one of our NEBOSH/IOSH qualified consultants.

New members will also have the opportunity to subscribe to the Haztek International Maintenance Plan and get one year's free audit on a three year plan, i.e. four years for the price of three.

A Health and Safety Maintenance Plan will ensure that all matters relating to Health and Safety in your club are constantly maintained.

The purpose of the Plan is to ensure that the club remains injury free and, secondly, to ensure full compliance with the laws in place.

• The plan will promise to keep you informed of all legislation changes and their implications.
• To carry out a full annual audit of your Club’s Health and Safety.
• To update the Health and Safety Policy annually.
• To notify you of the changes to Risk Assessments.
• To notify you of changes to safe working practices.
• A monthly bulletin will also provide information on new legislation and case studies.

This offer is also available to existing members renewing their membership for the following year.

For further information please call 0845 1081339 or email info@haztekinternational.com

Golf Club Health and Safety Specialists

Haztek International

We are pleased to offer our new and existing BIGGA members free access to our 24-Hour Health and Safety Hotline

For further information or advice on Health and Safety issues

0845 1081339
hotline@safegolf.co.uk

SCOTTISH REGION

Thomas Baillie, East
Craig Hemphoodle, Central
Jordan Main, North
Kenneth Mason, East
Alastair, Mather, West
David Nicholson, North
Joanne, O'Drill, North
Brian Patterson, North
David Robinson, East
Alan Rodgers, West
Andrew Stables, North
Craig Wilson, Central

NORTHERN REGION

Andrew Airey, Northern
Simon Birtles, Northern
David Budden, Northern
Daniel Burness, Northern
Gareth Evans, North Wales
David Gillett, North Wales
Andrew Hebdon, North West

MIDLAND REGION

David Banner, BB&O
Jon Boon, Mid Anglia
James Butler, Midland
Paul Clarke, BB&O
Andy Copeland, Mid Anglia
Alax Emsley, Mid Anglia
Craig Harms, Midland
Daniel Haynes, East Midland
James Hibbert, East of England
Stewart Higgs, East Midland
Jake Humes, Midland
Jason Jones, BB&O

SOUTH EAST REGION

James Garden, Kent
Trevor Curtis, Surrey
Robert Dillow, Kent
Mark Forrest, Essex
Alan Hall, Kent
David Hampshire, Kent
Andrew Hannah, Kent
Kiva Hesden, Essex
Chris Hill, London
Roy Hudson, Surrey
Beinn Jarvis, Kent
Neil Jones, Surrey

SOUTH WEST/WALES

Nigel Crowe, South West
Anthony Cullen, South Wales
Thomas Dustan, Devon
& Cornwall
Andrew Gibbs, South Coast
Robert Glover, South Coast
Craig Johnson, South Wales
MATT LOCK, South West
John Nutting, South West
Ian Rybchin, South West
Francis Savage, South Coast
Oliver Snegg, South West
Alain Smith, South West
Richard Smithers, South Coast
John Tottle, South West
Matthew Workman, South West
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APRIL'S MEMBERSHIP DRAW WINNER

Just introduce one or more new greenkeeping members to BIGGA and your name will be placed into a draw to win a FM DIGITAL SCAN RADIO/ALARM CLOCK, with a detachable speaker and headphones.

Our congratulations go to Derek Neve of Brough Golf Club.
The groundwork is crucial when you're claiming the earth

In 1989 Maxicrop International took a major initiative to build a genuine understanding of its seaweed extract product constituents. A programme of fundamental research began, and continues to this day. It is the most comprehensive and co-ordinated work in this particular field by any company in the world.

It has provided Maxicrop, and only Maxicrop, with an unparalleled knowledge of its own specific products – how they achieve improvements in turf health, appearance and quality, and how they are used to best advantage within integrated management programmes.

Maxicrop

The first name in seaweed science
We have all heard and, most probably, used the phrase “from small acorns large oaks grow” at least once in our lifetime. This particularly poignant saying can be applied to many instances but it is no more apt than at Thornhill Golf Club, an 18 hole course nestled away in the Dumfriesshire countryside, where a three man green staff has been battling with restricted budgets, time and manpower to produce a superb parkland/heathland golf course.

The club was established in April 1883 as a nine hole track and had to wait 86 years until it was extended to 18 holes in 1979, the club waiting until 1996 to enlarge its clubhouse. In the years between the two extensions, particularly in the early to mid 1990’s, Thornhill enjoyed a membership of over 700 and a green staff of five full time and two seasonal workers.

However, as with many smaller clubs, as the 90’s progressed they were rocked by the changing times within the golf world, namely competition from other courses. The club was hit hard when two local, but higher profile and wealthier clubs, the Dumfries and Galloway Golf Club and Dumfries and Country Golf Club, opened up their membership. Thornhill’s membership plummeted to below 500, with the resulting decrease of income meaning an obvious cut back in resources and the greenkeeping team was reduced from five to three, with the seasonal workers being targeted also.

The tightening of the Thornhill purse strings came at the same time as Kevin Hills was promoted to the position of Head Greenkeeper, in 1996. Despite landing his dream job, Kevin, who has now been at the club for 16 years, faced the ominous task of improving the course in order to attract back wandering members, while working with impedingly small budgets and just two other men.

If the Headman’s job wasn’t already tough enough Kevin and his trusty men had to rewrite the wrongs of the past and put the course back to its rightful state before they could actually move on and improve the course, a case off taking two steps back to take just one forward.

“When I first got the job we focused all our energy on getting the course back up to scratch. We needed to improve the course and move it forward, but before any of that we had to mend what I considered some of the errors of the past. From a greenkeeping point of view a lot had been done to the course which just shouldn't have happened,” said Kevin, as we chatted in a corner of the cosy clubhouse with Thornhill’s Green Convenor, Robert McTurk.

Inherited problems included poor drainage, tees, greens and disease; in Kevin’s first season he was spraying for fusarium every week.

“Previous to 1996 we fed the course all the time and we had so many problems with disease all over the course, we just never got rid of it. I believe in minimal feeding and I don’t use fungicides, mainly due to these early experiences, and when I took over I installed this policy straight away. Now we are at the stage when we don’t get too much disease at all, particularly on the greens. Obviously we still get a bit, which course doesn’t, but it is only the odd isolated spot and that is it. The greens are better than ever now,” stated Kevin proudly.

Drainage was the next headache for the three man team, the 4th fairway especially needed attention. Drainage pipes had been placed incorrectly, so that they actually ran up hill as they came to the ditch, which wasn’t deep enough in the first place, and to add to the predicament the pipes only ran to the edge of the fairway instead of all the way to the end of the rough. Visually, the 4th was the most dramatic portrait of this trouble but other parts of the course were suffering from the inadequate drainage. The materials used in the construction of tees and greens had left a lot to be desired and in the long run had cost the club both valuable time and money, both commodities it just cannot afford.

“The drainage that was put in just wasn’t up to the job and because it wasn’t done right it is still causing us problems 10 years down the line. Back in 1996 we rebuilt three tees straight away, as they were in such a bad way. The tees and greens had not been built correctly originally and the wrong materials were used, so they looked and played well for the first season, but after that we had so many problems with them.”

Kevin and his team of Mark Campbell, Senior Greenkeeper, and Andrew Ross, Assistant Greenkeeper, knew that, with constricted time, money and manpower, they could no longer afford continually to come back to elements of the course that needed repairing time and again. In order to eradicate this and achieve healthy, stable greens and tees they liaised closely with Richard Windows, Turfgrass Agronomist with the STRI, and developed a set method and standard of materials that all Thornhill tees and greens would be constructed from if required.

“We have a certain specification, based on USGA guidelines, in place now and we use this for everything. It doesn’t matter what the job, whether we are placing pipes in greens or fairways, we use the same sand, the same grit, and the same gravel all the time. We know this method works for us and it has benefited the course massively. Having a standardised set of methods also means that if I left the club and somebody else came in they could look at this system, see that it works well and carry it on,” said Kevin, who is a Dumfries lad and, despite his last comment, gives the impression that he will not be leaving his beloved Scottish course for a long time to come.

Rebuilding tees and greens, using a USGA based specific for this process and purchasing the correct materials doesn’t come cheap and it is here that the relationship between Kevin and Robert has become a crucial part of the club’s success.

“We have known each other for a long time, I used to play golf with Robert when I was a kid. I wouldn’t say we have always seen eye to eye, but
as both a Greens Convenor and before that as a Captain he has always
been strong and has done a lot for me. He gets done what I want,
rather than what he wants.”

“We had a fundamental problem here that each Captain, rightly or
wrongly, wanted to make his mark, this meant there was no continuity
to what was happening on the course. We needed to put the course in
the hands of people that really knew what was needed and we are
very lucky that we have this with our greens staff, ably lead by Kevin,”
said Robert, who has been in his current position since 2002.

“I see my role as the link between the staff and the Committee. As
a four we discuss as much as we can in order to develop a better
working relationship, as communication in a club this size is very
important. Then we will go to the council and put our case forward.”

It took six years for the team to get the course back up to a
standard that they were happy with, now they could finally move
forward and it was this new enlightened thinking from the club which
would dramatically aid Kevin, Mark and Andrew’s job. 1994 saw the
greenkeeping team enjoying a budget of £36,000 plus, since then this
has been radically reduced, in the past Kevin has had no more than
around a £20,000 budget to play with and typically he is limited to
£18,000, which is now on the increase.

Despite this, the club, which is essentially ran by a six man panel
consisting Captain, Vice Captain, Greens Convenor, Secretary, Treasurer
and Bar Convenor, has done everything in its power to provide Kevin
with the equipment and materials he requires to complete his and the
club’s aim of making Thornhill one of the top courses in the south of
Scotland.

“The club has come a long way in recent years. I now feel that I can
go to the Committee and tell them what I would like to do and what I
need to do it and they will support me fully. I remember when I first
started here I was sent out to cut the rough with a scythe and used
hand shears to cut around the base of trees. It is changed days now,
we have a replacement programme in place and we get most of the
equipment we want,” stated a delighted Kevin, who was promoted to
the position of Course Manager in February, another sign that Thornhill
is moving on.

“The club now realise that we have to try and take some pressure
off the greenkeeping team. We just can’t afford to employ another
member of staff, so we have to find ways of easing the workload and
freeing up their time as best we can so they can focus on improving
the course rather than spending all their time just keeping it ticking
over. If that means spending money on a certain bit of kit or rebuilding
a tee so we don’t have to come back to it time and again then so be it.
In many cases we are spending money to save money in the long run,”
added Robert, a man clearly focused on bringing Thornhill into the
21st century and building up the club’s reputation once again.

Kevin has learnt to be patient at Thornhill, special projects that he
wishes to undertake to improve the course have to wait until time and
finances allow and for the majority it is a case of prioritising tasks and
being flexible.

“You have to be sensible and understand the club’s position. You
have to give and take, for instance, do you spend £10,000 a year on
rebuilding one green or do you spend £15,000 on a verti-drainer
which can improve all the greens year in year out? We chose to do the
later. This is when you have to balance things out and wait to do those
special projects when time allows. If we have a machine breakdown
and need money to repair it the first thing to cut from the budget is a
special project, that is just how we have to work. It is hard to run an
18 hole course on a £18,000 budget,” concluded the Headman.

During his time in charge at Thornhill Kevin has overseen the
rebuilding of 15 tees in total, including the medal tees at the 1st, 4th,
6th, 11th and 12th. Again Kevin has had to watch the accounts
carefully. When rebuilding the 17th tee the club could not afford to fit
real sleepers, so Kevin used scrap wood instead, the skill of the
installation by the team ensuring that the golfer could not tell between
the two.
Alleviate Granules

Curative Treatment For The Prevention Of Dry Patch

- Curative, acts directly on the cause of localised dry patch.
- Reinstates the soils natural water receptivity.
- Longlasting effective treatment.
- Extremely safe to turfgrass.
- Proven to be safe to beneficial microbes.
- Uses unique hydrophobe tenside chemistry to degrade the hydrophobic build up on the sand/soil particles.

www.sherriff-amenity.com
Course Feature

This winter’s developments have been concentrated on the 16th hole, the main project of rebuilding the tee taking 14 days to do. Originally it was decided to build a new tee for yellow boxes. As the season wound down, the winter golfers came out and, as the three men prepared to start the work, Kevin placed a mat further back from the original tee in place of a winter tee. The result was that the members liked the new tee position of the mat so much that it was decided to add in a 180 square yard medal tee 20 yards further back. The outcome was a 450sq yd yellow tee, a medal tee sitting comfortably behind this, and a handsome red stone path running through the middle of them both.

"It looks great and we are very, very pleased with it. The thing with projects like new tees is that when the golfer comes back from their winter break they can actually see what work has been done and where the money has been spent, so this helps them appreciate it all. The problems come and more questions are asked when you spend the winter dealing with massive work that isn't as clear to see, like digging up and replacing drainage pipes," said Kevin.

Undertaking work of this magnitude, while still successfully managing and maintaining the rest of the 6102 yards, par 71, course, requires a strong staff dynamic between the three greenkeepers. Kevin is a self confessed perfectionist, a man who refuses to cut corners and makes sure all work that is done to the Thornhill course is completed to the highest of standards, using the best materials possible. Luckily for both Kevin and Thornhill, Mark, who has been at the club for four years, and Andrew, who has had two stints at Thornhill cumulating in nine years, are equally as obsessive about the course's health and presentation.

"Like in any other job, when I got promoted I found it hard to go from one of the boys to being the boss. It took me a while to find my feet and initially I had some problems," confessed Kevin, who has also found time to reinstate lost heather and gorse throughout the course during his time in charge.

"Changes were made, I developed into the role and we have a great team now. I like to think that we have a good respect for each other and it helps that we have a lot in common, that makes a big difference. We are all perfectionists and we all aim to produce a high level of workmanship.

"With just two guys under you it is difficult, you do have to manage time so well. It is hard but I am very lucky that Mark and Andrew are so good. I have full confidence to send them out on the course and I know that they will do what I have asked them to do to an excellent standard. They know what I want and I know what they can do, it makes things a hell of a lot easier."

The end result of all this hard work is a golf course described by the locals as a ‘hidden jewel’, the course is fully booked for May by visiting parties, something that is a first for Thornhill. The club also warmly welcomes any visitors to come and play the course and see for themselves just how far it has developed.

The course is the home to Ryder Cup golfer Andrew Coltart, who commented recently: “Every year when I return to Thornhill there is a marked improvement in the course, its condition, the presentation and the setup. I'm really proud of the work that Kevin has done, I can talk about my club with pride now and know that anyone who plays the course will enjoy the challenge and the ride.”

Thanks to the efforts of Kevin and his team Thornhill has a course that is moving up to the next step. Kevin has planned to have all the greens and tees standardised within the next five years, with the 10th being the next on his list.

If Kevin and his team's future developments match the level of their previous nine years' work, forget the tiny budgets, overlook the undersized staff and ignore the limited equipment, because Thornhill Golf Club will grow into a great oak, it is already well on its way.
Intermittent ice formation on golf greens and fairways is a common event for the northern areas of Europe and the United States. However, over the last few years, ice formation has increasingly been singled out as the cause of, or strongly associated with, winter injury. Ice cover injury occurs either directly from continuous ice cover or as part of freeze injury - low temperature kill.

CONTINUOUS ICE COVER INJURY

The first type of ice injury is the direct result of a continuous ice cover. In the early to mid-1960s, Dr. Jim Beard conducted a controlled laboratory study where he looked at the survival rate of three cool season turfgrasses under a continuous ice cover and two turfgrasses under field conditions (Ref 1, 2). He found that creeping bentgrass could survive 120 days of continuous ice cover, however, annual bluegrass - Poa annua - loss occurred after 60 days, with substantial loss around 75 days.

In a recent Canadian field study, both annual bluegrass and creeping bentgrass were subjected to 45 days of continuous ice cover and then the ice was removed. 75 days after initiating the study, and 30 days after removing the ice cover, creeping bentgrass still maintained its cold hardiness, while annual bluegrass was dead (Ref 3). From that Canadian study, it might appear that ice needs to be removed from an annual bluegrass turf once 45 days of continuous cover versus 60 days. From these two studies, I would suspect the critical time where annual bluegrass begins to suffer from ice cover is between 45 and 60 days of continuous ice cover.

The reasons commonly proposed for ice injury are the build up of toxic gases and/or the development of anoxic conditions, and the loss of cold hardiness. With herbaceous plants, carbon dioxide (CO2) accumulation under ice cover is a major contributor to plant death (4). Interestingly, intermittent thawing helped eliminate the CO2 build up and injury to the plants in this study did not occur (4).

ICE IN ASSOCIATION WITH FREEZE INJURY

In most of the Midwest and Northeastern United States, a continuous ice cover exceeding 45 days is unlikely. The winter weather pattern is generally broken with intermittent periods of thawing that melts the ice. Where 'ice injury' plays a more likely role is as a component of freeze injury. In this role, the freezing of water that would occur with a rapid drop of temperature in or around the growing point during or after dehardening of annual bluegrass.

The critical precursor to freeze injury is the loss of cold hardiness through dehardening and subsequent rehydration of the annual bluegrass crown region. Rehydration of the crown region initiates in late winter or early spring. Between creeping bentgrass and annual bluegrass, annual bluegrass has a relatively high crown hydration level. Thus making it more susceptible to freezing.

Although ice covers contribute to the decline in cold hardiness, the most important factor in dehardening is temperature (6). In the case of annual bluegrass, the dehardening process can occur quickly when soil temperatures exceed 8degC (46degF) for 48 hours (7).
As we move out of winter into spring Dr Karl Danneberger helps you to assess the damage that ice can cause.

Dr. Karl Danneberger is Professor of Turfgrass Science, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio USA

In conclusion, winter injury is normally a combination of several factors, one of which is ice cover. A continuous ice cover alone is not a common event for most northern golf courses. However, freeze/thaw cycles in late winter can create a situation where excessive water in and around annual bluegrass crowns can create freeze injury from the ice formed from the freezing of water.

References:
2. Beard, J.B. 1965. Effects of ice covers in the field on two perennial grasses. Crop Science 5: 139-140.
8. Happ, K.H. 2004. Winter Damage. USGA Green Section Record 42(6):1-

1. Produce a healthy plant going into the winter. A weak annual bluegrass plant with low carbohydrate storage is not going to tolerate ice cover or be resistant to freeze injury as a healthy plant. Shaded areas are more prone to freeze injury than sunny areas, probably due to the carbohydrate status of annual bluegrass (9).

2. Eliminate poorly drained areas. Annual bluegrass growing in areas where water accumulates is at high risk to rapid freezing during freeze/thaw cycles (10).
The National 8400
You can bank on it!
Challenging landscapes need serious machines. The National 8400 uses a hydrostatic drive to cut up to 3.5 acres per hour. The cylinder speed is independent to ground speed ensuring a clean, even cut and a 15” overhang means the 8400 isn’t handicapped by obstacles like sand traps. Power steering, cruise control, low vibration levels and an overall weight of just 522kg, make the 8400 comfortable and efficient!

Call 08456 750 730
for a FREE TRIAL
Please quote GI01

Allen Power Equipment Ltd
The Broadway
Didcot
OX11 8ES
sales@allenpower.com
www.allenpower.com

SRM330U LOW VIBRATION BRUSHCUTTER

Echo, clearly the NEW standard

Echo leads the way with new generation brushcutters designed for low vibration and lower noise. The superb SRM330U can be used for longer periods, beating almost any other brushcutter on the market. Echo brushcutters offer a superior performance of cut and unmatched build quality that is backed up by a FREE 2 year warranty in professional use. Echo is clearly setting the NEW standard.

Telephone: 01844 278800 • www.echo-tools.co.uk

Looking for the ultimate scarifier for the golf course? The BJB42 is the ultimate scarifier for the golf course. Tungsten tipped blades are standard and hydraulic tipping is optional.

Also available in the Allett range are the Shaver and Tournament pedestrian greens mowers.

Allett Mowers Ltd
Baden Powell Rd., Kirkton Ind. Est. Arbroath DD11 3LS
Telephone 01241 437740 Fax 01241 431715
Email sales@allett.co.uk www.allett.co.uk
Time for a Trim

James de Havilland measures his angles and investigates the best ways to trim tricky banks and hills.

Anyone who has spent a substantial amount of time operating a brush cutter to mow a bank will no doubt agree that these machines can be tiring to use. Combine a hot day, safety kit and a large heavy-duty model, and the word tiring upgrades to exhausting. So what are the alternatives?

On any golf course, there will be areas that are difficult to access with ride-on equipment yet still need to be kept trimmed. Typical examples will be around trees and shrubs and on banks. When it comes to controlling growth on the latter, the most typical solution is to carry out a periodic cut with a hand held brush cutter; either with a blade or nylon line cutting head.

Using a brushcutter to keep a modest area under control is no problem. Combine a steep slope and heavy growth in need of a full day’s work and the job may still be manageable. When this job needs repeating perhaps three or more times a year, or when there are several long days of work in hand, it may be time to think of an alternative.

One item of bank mowing kit that is worth looking at is a pedestrian power scythe. Widely used on the continent, this type of mower was largely displaced by large pedestrian rotaries in the UK for long grass mowing, the latter having the advantage of arguably greater tolerance to debris and rough ground. On banks, however, a large rotary mower can be something of a handful.

The cutter bar of a power scythe, in contrast, is relatively light. The design also lends itself to working on a bank as the width of the cutting unit adds stability. Of equal importance, the ‘pedestrian tractor’ element of modern designs are far better balanced and easy to operate than some older generation machines. The much loved, but often cursed, Allen power scythe comes to mind as an example.
The Toro Z500D ride-on mower has a 27hp Briggs & Stratton Daihatsu Diesel engine with a cutting width of 60".

A flail mower attachment on the front of a two-wheel tractor will deal with heavier growth, but will not be as effective as a cutter bar in long grass. A 0.60m flail for a Tracmaster unit sells for £880 plus VAT.

Hover movers are by no means new, but they are now starting to find a new generation of users. Lloyds of Letchworth offers models it claims are particularly good at coping with longer grass thanks to a deeper deck design. The latest models are offered with extra long handles to make it easier to mow down slopes such as bunker sides. Prices around £450 plus VAT.

Although a machine like the Etesia Attila AV 95 ride-on brush cutter is not designed to work on really steep ground, it can work safely on a slope of up to 30 degrees. This 18hp machine retails for a shade over £6,300 plus VAT, with hire rates of around £100 a day or £400 a week.

A The Toro Z500D ride-on mower has a 27hp Briggs & Stratton Daihatsu Diesel engine with a cutting width of 60".

A A flail mower attachment on the front of a two-wheel tractor will deal with heavier growth, but will not be as effective as a cutter bar in long grass. A 0.60m flail for a Tracmaster unit sells for £880 plus VAT.

A Hover movers are by no means new, but they are now starting to find a new generation of users. Lloyds of Letchworth offers models it claims are particularly good at coping with longer grass thanks to a deeper deck design. The latest models are offered with extra long handles to make it easier to mow down slopes such as bunker sides. Prices around £450 plus VAT.
Broadly speaking, there are two types of power scythe to consider; dedicated bank units that have a power unit able to work on steep sidling ground and two-wheel tractors to which a cutter bar can be fitted. The ability of the latter to work on a slope will be determined by the angle at which the power unit can operate before becoming starved of lubricating oil.

For most golf courses, a two-wheel tractor and cutter bar combination will have obvious appeal, the power unit having the ability to drive other equipment that can include a cultivator or rotary brush. Cutter bars do have limitations. Ideally suited to longer grass and upright vegetation, cutter bars are less than ideal when it comes to dealing with matted material, uneven ground and heavier vegetation.

An alternative could be a flail mower attachment for the same power unit. Pro-rata, a flail will take more power to drive than a cutter bar, so its working width may be modest, but it could prove viable to consider both on certain courses.

Pedestrian rotary mowers should not be dismissed for bank work, assuming their power units can operate at the desired angles. It is of course possible to attach a rotary to the front end of a two-wheel tractor. This route may work well where the banks to be mown are firstly not overly steep and secondly limited in height. A heavy mower on the front of any pedestrian machine will always want to head down hill, making their extended operation on a tall and steep slope tiring or possibly hazardous.

A possible rotary alternative is a rotary hover mower. Light, relatively inexpensive and simple, hover mowers were once considered the ideal way to mow a bank; tied to the end of a length of rope, these units were commonly lowered down long steep slopes to cut them. Modern operator control systems, and possible risk assessment issues, may rule this out now, but where a hover mower can be used it could well be a faster alternative to a brushcutter.

There is then the choice of a ride-on brush cutter. There are an ever increasing number of these units on the market, and it is tempting to assume that because of this they are a familiar tool. For those that have not seen one, imagine a ride-on domestic rotary mower with much stronger build, typically hydrostatic drive and a mid-mount rotary brushcutter of up to 0.95m cutting width. Power will come from a petrol engine of at least 12hp plus.

The deck of these machines is designed to tackle heavy material, hence the term brushcutter, but they will also cope with grass. Of equal importance, they have a low centre of gravity that enables them to work safely across slopes of up to about 30 degrees. Some courses could well justify one of these units for brush control, but they are not designed as a specific bank mower.

What is purposely designed for this particular job is the Ransomes Spider radio controlled slope mower. Designed to operate on terrain as steep as 40 degrees, the 180kg unit has a 0.8m cutting width and is powered by a 494cc Kawasaki four-stroke V-twin petrol engine pumping out 18hp.

Each of the four steerable wheels is hydrostatically driven, the operator being able to control the machine from up to 50m away. The downside is that the Spider has a £15,500 sticker price. That is a lot of money for what is essentially a small rotary mower, but it is still considerably less expensive than a nasty accident. If your course is blessed with steep banks that need keeping in trim, this machine could well be an answer.
High-Performance Grasscutting

The BCS Commander is a high-performance machine, recommended for all grasscutting work. It offers unbeatable cost effective versatility with a range of cutting heads to suit every application.

- Option of Scythe, Rotary and Flail cutting heads to tackle numerous cutting tasks
- Also available to fit are a Chipper-Shredder, Hay Rake, Mini-Baler and Power Brush
- Bank version available specifically designed to work on slopes of up to approximately 40°

The BCS Commander is widely and successfully used by many Local Authorities, Wildlife Trusts, National Trust sites, and Contractors throughout the British Isles.

If you would like further information, or to arrange a working demonstration, please contact our sales department today.

TRACMASTER
Landscape • Groundcare • Conservation

Teknol House, Victoria Road, Burgess Hill RH15 9LH. Tel: 01444 247689. Fax: 01444 871612. Web: www.tracmaster.co.uk

Reaction time second to none!

When you need to control a wide spectrum of annual and broadleaved weeds and get your turf back in use quickly there’s only one answer - Re-Act the new selective turf herbicide from Scotts. Just 24 hours before or after an application on fine (closely mown) turf is the only time you need to stop mowing.

And Re-Act is kind to your pocket. With its powerful triple active ingredient formulation of MCPA, mecoprop-P and dicamba, and high concentration, a pack of Re-Act covers a very large area. For more information call 0871 220 5353 today.

Re-Act contains MCPA, mecoprop-P and dicamba. ALWAYS READ THE LABEL. USE PESTICIDES SAFELY.

Scotts UK Professional, Paper Mill Lane, Bramford, Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 4BZ. Tel: 0871 220 5353 Fax: 01473 830386 email: prosales@scotts.com www.scottsprofessional.co.uk

Growing success
Seeing is Believing

In the first of a two part series Steve Isaac, Assistant Director - Golf Course Management, The R&A, looks at how the Danish are managing fescue.

A FUTURE FOR FESCUE?

An article in the March 2003 issue of Greenkeeper International intrigued me. According to its author, Chris Haspell, there are courses in Denmark being managed to encourage fescues, not just new courses but older ones where recovery programmes from Poa annua dominated swards were proving successful.

This was music to the ears of our Golf Course Committee, who were looking for exemplar sites to demonstrate the principles of sustainability, as per our definition of the term: “Optimising the playing quality of the golf course in harmony with the conservation of its natural environment under economically sound management”.

In our view, there can be no more sustainable a grass species for the northern European climate than fescue. The R&A has a long history of promoting traditional greenkeeping, the very cornerstone of which is species selection and, for temperate climates, the implementation of management that favours the fine leaved fescue and bent grasses. The 1997 R&A publication, “A Course for All Seasons”, focussed on this approach, as does much of our best practice website, www.bestcourseforgolf.org. Could this be an opportunity to see the best of best practice being achieved?

However, the accumulated experience of working with UK courses available to our Committee brought a few sceptical thoughts as well! Our links and heathland courses should be the home for fescues, as they are indigenous to such landscapes, yet how many of them support fescue dominated swards today?

Depressingly few. Think of all those new course constructions that have sprung up over the last 20 years, the vast majority sown out with fescue/bent. How many of their greens have been converted to Poa annua? Depressingly many!

We seem to have lost the ability to manage this grass species, with many in the industry claiming it to have as much relevance to modern golf as Latin has to language. The demand for colour and pace has seen off most of the fescue on golf greens within our shores, so why believe that a country such as Denmark should be at the forefront of a fescue revival? It was with some caution that we contacted Chris and arranged a few days in Denmark to see the results of their labours.

DENMARK BOUND

In May 2004, Nick Park, Vice Chairman of our Committee, and I flew to Copenhagen and spent two days touring Danish courses. Our first port of call was the Smurum Golf Centre and this proved to be the jewel in the crown. The course opened in 1993 on a pay and play basis. Some may argue that having decent greens on 11 years on from opening is no great achievement. Nonsense!

How many greens to 11 year old courses in the UK still retain the grass species they were sown out with? The majority will be, at best, a mix of bent and Poa annua. What about being sustainable? In our view, if you can retain the same species, which fulfil our definition, for five years or more then we believe it is justifiable to hang this tag on the sward - and only inappropriate management is then likely to cause a radical change in composition.

If God ever built a putting surface, then it would surely not be too far removed from what we saw at Smurum! The dense, fescue dominated swards had just been top dressed so were not looking at their very best, but even so they were superb. With a putter in his hand, Nick rolled the ball towards the hole... and it just kept running. The surfaces to all 54 greens on the complex were consistently good from one to another; they were true and they were fast, and all this at a 6mm height of cut.
Fertiliser input to the greens is exceptionally low, hovering around 35 kg/ha per year, and no pesticides are used. The main 18 hole course takes 40,000 rounds a year, which is more than most private member clubs in the UK. What a great start to our trip! Here is the epitome of the sustainable golf green. A top quality playing surface being produced with minimal environmental impact and at an extremely affordable cost.

Visits to Fureso Golf Club, Harsholm Golf Club and Rungsted Golf Club followed, where we saw fescue introduction into creeping bent and Poa swards to varying degrees of development and success. The message from all the greenkeepers we met, though, was the same - fescue is the future of sustainable greens management, and this is why...

THE MAINTENANCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION FACTORS

The key maintenance requirements to promote fescue rather than other species, including browntop bent, are:

- A height of cut no lower than 5mm.
- Fertiliser rates at 50 kg/ha of nitrogen per annum or lower.
- Dry surfaces, with irrigation at an absolute minimum, merely to keep the grass alive.
- Regular, light top dressing to dilute organic matter accumulation.
- Overseeding with fescue at least twice a year to maintain density and purity of the sward.
- As open an environment as possible for free air movement across the green.

This programme can be handled by the seven staff at Smorum over the 54 holes, working with a range of machines commonly found at UK clubs. The results are a well presented and tidy looking course, and superb playing quality to green and fairway.

Smorum also provides evidence to disprove the contention that fescue cannot take wear. The main 18 hole course takes over 40,000 rounds a year, through a nine month playing season. The natural disease resistance and winter hardiness of the species also extends the playing season compared to other courses in the vicinity, where winter kill and fusarium damage to Poa and creeping bent swards takes weeks off the potential season.

The driving force behind this approach is a group of Danish greenkeepers, ably led by Chris Haspell and Bente Mortensen, respectively former course and environmental consultants with the Danish Golf Union. Their focus on fescues stems from a desire to produce the best for their clients/employers in terms of quality at a realistic cost, and a wish to manage golf courses in an environmentally friendly way, in so far as this is practically possible. The latter has added significance in Denmark where there are, currently, severe restrictions on pesticide use, controls on water use and a tax on fertiliser.

The management inputs for those promoting fescue meet the environmental demands in Denmark. This is true of much of northern Europe - indeed, the former exceed the latter in many EU Member States.

PARTING THOUGHTS

Nick and I flew out of Copenhagen following our courses tour in a state of disbelief. Had we actually seen what we had been close to thinking was impossible under the constraints of the modern game? Was this a significant movement or just a few maverick greenkeepers living in the past? Could the Danish experience be transported to other countries in northern Europe facing similar environmental regulations which make Poa annua wholly unsustainable?

Could this be the spur needed to rekindle the fortunes of fescue turf to its natural home on the links and heathland courses of the UK? So many questions, so much excitement and such a need to find out more about the Danish experience.
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Outstanding, that's the new cutting system from Toro. It shaves golf greens closer than ever – down to one-sixteenth of an inch!

Toro's new Greensmaster 3250-D has pushed ride-on mower cutting technology to new levels. Three 53cm wide DPA (Dual Point Adjust) cylinders clip 0.8mm closer than previous units.

The lightweight, die-cast aluminium cylinder frame is durable and precision-engineered for micrometre bedknife-to-reel adjustments of just 0.01778mm.

With DPA cutting heads as standard on 8- and 11-blade units, and precise contour following from the narrower track between front and rear rollers, Toro's remarkable Greensmaster 3250-D gets right up close.

For a free demonstration, please call 01480 226800 today.
Too Wet, Too Dry
- Soil Moisture and Your Greens

Peter Winter, STRI Agronomist for the South West and South Wales, highlights the importance of total soil moisture management in the preparation of excellent putting surfaces.

The demands of golf and periods of extreme weather together make management of soil moisture an underestimated element in producing a dominance of bentgrass and/or fescue grasses in greens that will then support the consistency and quality required in putting surfaces.

I believe a change seems to be occurring and the periods of wet or dry are more severe. This places greater demands on the quality of the turf and the rootzone apart from the expertise of the greenkeeper. This change in weather pattern and demands from golfers for consistent conditions over the full 12 months makes it worthwhile to look at each green from a soil moisture perspective - many older greens were constructed for a spring to autumn golfing season.

INfiltration rates
- These will probably vary across individual green surfaces as well as between individual greens, as a result of variation in rootzone depth, compaction and thatch accumulation as examples. The amount of moisture that penetrates the surface will depend on elevation within the green and the gradient or slope of the surface. Thus in heavy or persistent rainfall, surface moisture, which does not readily penetrate the surface, will gather, migrate and collect into the lowest area. If sub-surface drainage is inadequate this water may persist for a long time. In some circumstances evaporation alone will remove it and dry the surface, hence the importance of good air movement across the green and freedom from shading.

THE IDEAL

Much could be written on the theory of soil moisture relations. The often stated ideal is the 50:50 balance of air : water in the soil pore space. In controlled glasshouse conditions it can be difficult to achieve consistently over a crop, even with sophisticated environmental controls. Small wonder it is difficult to achieve within an undulating green in the open, let alone across 18 greens in different environments, possibly with differing rooting environments.

I would suggest the effort needed to achieve this uniform condition is more often than not underestimated and the demands of it are unlikely to be understood by many golfers. Of course, not only is the soil moisture important for optimal growth but it is also critical in producing the desired putting surface characteristics.

CLIMATE CHANGE?

Whether this is occurring or not seems to remain under debate. Various elements of the weather records continue to be broken and most greenkeepers comment on 'un-seasonal' weather in recent years. This is supported by national weather records, but we would recommend all clubs keep their own weather records to be able to make comparisons. Importantly, it is then possible to identify how often and under what rainfall conditions a green may become inundated and out of play but in addition it is possible to monitor irrigation needs.
Too Wet, Too Dry - Soil Moisture and Your Greens

DRYING OUT

Water falling on the surface will accumulate in the soil/rootzone to the point of 'field capacity', after which excess moisture should be lost into the subsoil or drainage. The microclimate of the green will affect how much moisture can be lost by evaporation from the grass surface and transpiration from the plant. Thus, aspect, slope, exposure, shading and elevation are the types of factors that will influence the loss of moisture and possibly the amount of water which naturally lands on the surface. The effect is invariably different in winter and summer. Factors such as exposure and a south or southwest facing slope would be advantageous on a poorly drained site with high rainfall, whereas such attributes might present problems of excessive drying in summer on a well-drained site. Thus the features which can be helpful in winter may lead to a reduced tolerance to lower soil moisture in summer and a greater need for irrigation water.

SOIL MOISTURE DEFICIT

As a measure of the 'dryness' of the soil, this will vary at a particular time of year according to soil type and pore size distribution, apart from locality and elevation. We can expect differing soil moisture conditions across individual greens, and between greens, as the soil dries within the rooting depth as well as at the surface. These differences potentially become exaggerated as the growing season progresses unless skillfully corrected. Depending on the locality and the soil or rootzone, this soil deficit may start to develop as early as April and persist until late summer if the losses of moisture through evapo-transpiration exceed that which falls as rain or from irrigation.

WATERING

Over the last couple of years, and especially this year, according to the locality, dry soil moisture deficit has appeared earlier in terms of its effect on the surface and early growth. In preparing a good surface this cannot be ignored. Two points become paramount if problems are not to develop in the summer when higher soil temperatures are expected:

When standard wetting agents are applied to turf they infiltrate the ground through the force of gravity. Inevitably dry spots are left within the rootzone that will continue to be water repellent. But that’s now all in the past.

Complete Immersion Technology

Breaker Triple is the latest advance in wetting agents, incorporating Complete Immersion Technology. It contains three advanced components to prevent and cure Dry Patch:

1. A wetting and spreading agent
2. A soil penetrant
3. A re-wetting agent

This powerful combination ensures a strong attraction between the applied product and the water-repellent particles.

The unique spreading action moves the wetting agent both downwards and sideways, effectively treating the whole of the soil profile.

What starts as a totally water-repellent soil is converted to a water-receptive soil. The results are consistent and long-lasting.

Get to the bottom of Dry Patch problems

Complete Immersion Technology

Breaker Triple

Available as liquid, granule or tablet

Rigby Taylor Ltd, Crown Lane
Horwich, Bolton BL6 5HP,
Tel: 01204 677777
www.rigbytaylor.com
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1. Elevated and sloping areas, especially on south facing or exposed areas need to be watered as soon as the turf layer, i.e. the top 30-50mm, loses its moisture or the grass shows the first signs of stress. A dry soil will not be cooled by evapo-transpiration and on a hot day the grass can be damaged through heat stress.

2. The soil moisture needs to be monitored regularly throughout the growing season to ensure moisture is maintained to a depth of 100-150mm minimum. Check the moisture on elevated or sloping areas with a soil auger.

Selective and thoughtful watering allows the pop-up irrigation input to be kept to the minimum. This in turn allows for the overall preparation of more consistent putting surfaces, especially after summer rainfall. Such practice will support better root development and allow the greenkeeper to present drier surfaces over the growing season. Hand watering is time consuming but essential in achieving these aims, even more so if the pop-up irrigation is inefficient or affected adversely by wind.

SOIL MOISTURE UNIFORMITY
This in essence is another way of looking at the soil moisture in the greens, in that the aim is to balance this out by aeration and drainage techniques in low-lying parts of the green in the autumn and winter to remove excess moisture; and through selective watering of elevated and sloping areas in spring and summer. Take account of day length and average temperatures, holding back on overall irrigation in late summer, i.e. from August, to leave some soil moisture deficit to ‘mop up’ increased rainfall in the autumn.

Keeping a soil moisture surplus and deficit chart for each green, backed up by observations noted as to when stress symptoms in relation to deficit occurs, is a useful, simple start point when considering soil moisture levels and their repercussions. Your soil moisture surplus/deficit chart will record precise ‘moisture inputs’ from rainfall and irrigation and the ‘moisture outputs’ from evapo-transpiration - the latter can be obtained from local agricultural centres.

KILL OR CURE
Horticulturists and gardeners recognise the problems of over or under use of water, as must golfers and greenkeepers. It has been said before, but it will not hurt to repeat the sequence, that poor surface drainage and over irrigation will lead to thatch ridden turf, dominated by annual meadow grass, and this turf will present a poor, slow putting surface but also will demand more irrigation due to poor root development. This starts the greens on a slippery slope to major problems.

Given the extremes of weather and demands of the golfer, balancing moisture levels near to the ideal across each green, over the 18 greens and through the year will place a large demand on expertise in maintenance on all courses, a need to improve drainage where this is inadequate, and to achieve critically effective watering practice - it is total ‘soil moisture management’ which has the greatest potential to facilitate the preparation of the best putting surfaces.
Recycling for Comic Relief

As a representative of the recycling company Eurosource, I was delighted to be part of the recent Red Nose Day Recycling Appeal. Eurosource has pledged to recycle old mobile phones and empty inkjet printer cartridges to raise funds for Comic Relief - for everything recycled, we give money to this excellent charity.

I'd like to sincerely thank the readers who have already generously donated to the appeal - although it was only launched recently, there has been a great response. This innovative appeal doesn't ask anyone to part with their cash. They can simply donate something that would probably have ended up in the bin!

Unlike many fundraisers, it's not just the charity that gains - the benefits are far wider. Our environment is being damaged more and more by pollution and mobiles and cartridges contribute to this when they are binned because they end up in landfill sites. Recycling them allows them to be refurbished or refilled, and most importantly reused - many even end up in developing countries where landfill infrastructure is scarce.

So readers, search your cupboards for your old mobiles, and please stop binning your inkjet cartridges! Instead, post them to Red Nose Day Recycling Appeal, FREEPOST NAT 1990, Falkirk, FK2 9BR.

Address labels can be downloaded at www.recyclingappeal.com/rednoseday where you can also find out exactly how much will go to Comic Relief for your old mobiles and inkjet cartridges - please note that we can't recycle Epson cartridges.

If you have an office at your club that has large toner cartridges please donate them too, but do not send them to the address above. Once you have 10 or more, give us a call on 08712 50 50 50 and we'll send a courier to collect them FREE.

Please post anything you wish to donate by April 15 so we can get the proceeds to Comic Relief on time - and thanks again to readers who have already shown their support.

Bob Morton, Eurosource

A Tribute to John Moffatt

John Moffatt passed away recently, aged 66, after a short illness and he will be sadly missed by all who knew him.

Born in Edinburgh, John moved to St. Andrews as a boy in 1947. Naturally, John took up the games of golf and rugby while at school and this is where his love for the outdoors and wildlife blossomed. After leaving school John headed back to Edinburgh to study Veterinary Science at the Royal (Dick) School before joining the Black Watch Regiment for the duration of his National Service. Again he was at times stationed in Edinburgh and one of his duties was to guard the main gates at Edinburgh Castle where on one day no one got through John without a proper pass!

Eventually his love for the outdoors took him back to St. Andrews, working for the town council and this is where the foundations were laid for a career in greenkeeping. Further moves to Stoke Poges, Lanark and Arbroath followed, all as Head Greenkeeper and since 1979 to Scotscairg, in North Fife, where John had prepared and presented four Final Open Qualifying events for St. Andrews. John served on the committee for the North Section of the then SIGGA also.

John's retirement from greenkeeping came about in early 2002 and he had spent much of his time walking the links courses with his dog, Mac, and playing golf with his companions. John's knowledge of wildlife, especially birds, butterflies and flowers, was always evident. He was also a long time member of the St. Andrews Golf Club and last year, after 50 years, he was presented with a gold medal from the Club to commemorate this.

His late claims to fame were that he won the family foursomes with three different family members, in 1998 he won the local and hotly contested Bing Crosby Tournament, the UK Wilson Trophy, his wife was St. Regulus Ladies Captain and his daughter won the Scottish Ladies Amateur in that same year. We pass on our condolences and best wishes to his wife, Ann, and his daughter, Elaine.

George Paterson, Course Manager, Scotscairg Golf Club

What makes a Consultant a Consultant?

I would like to offer a response to the recent letter in February's GKI, name and Club withheld, in answer to the above question.

"There is no doubt that the level of professionalism and qualification within the greenkeeping industry has never been higher, encouraged along the way by BIGGA and the Greenkeepers' Training Committee. I was therefore disappointed to read a recent letter, suggesting that: "We do not have specific standards for Consultants"."

In January 2002, a Register of Independent Turfgrass Agronomists (RIPTA) was compiled to clarify the position of those Consultants in the industry able to supply independent advice and who meet the Registers' criteria. The criteria were carefully considered to ensure the client would receive advice from an appropriately qualified and experienced advisor in the field.

They include the need for applicants to hold a recognised plant or earth sciences first degree; recent experience must include at least four years' post qualification, acting as an Independent Consultant in the Turfgrass industry and have no association with any commercial organisation. Consultants, or their employer, must also have and maintain insurance, including Professional Indemnity insurance that satisfies the requirements of the Register Administrator.

There are many other Consultants in the field, including some associated with particular suppliers and manufacturers and the omission from the Register of any consultancy is no indication that it does not provide an excellent service."

Andy Cole BSc (Hons), MBPP, Keeper of the Register

YOUR LETTERS ARE REQUESTED!

Send to: Scott MacCallum, Editor, Greenkeeper International, BIGGA HOUSE, Aldwark, Alne, York Y061 1UF, or email them to: scott@bigga.co.uk
My Week as a BIGGA Delegate

Mike Gash reviews his trip to America and the GCSAA Show through the BIGGA Delegation, sponsored by Bernhard.

The journey started back in August 2004 with the wrap round on the magazine. Thinking this is only for Course Managers, Master Greenkeepers (MG’s) and members of Regional and National Board Members/Committees, I still thought: “If your not in it, you can’t win a place on it,” and sent it back. I received a form back with five questions plus a request for a little personal information. I filled it out and sent it back, then, towards the end of October, I received a letter telling me I had been short listed and asking if I would attend an interview. A week after the interview I received another letter to say I was off to Orlando Florida. Game on!

I attended a ceremony at BTME to pick up the tickets and to meet the other nine guys who’d also been selected and meet other lucky attendees that had gone in previous years. They were there to talk of their experiences.

On a cold Sunday morning, the first week in February, we all met up at Gatwick Airport ready to jump on a Virgin flight bound for Orlando, Florida. With five hours time difference, on landing, it was a very nice sunny and warm 70 degree Sunday mid afternoon, the English weather was a distant memory.

After getting settled into the excellent hotel, which was to be home for the next seven nights, we were given details of the courses to which we will all visit first thing Monday morning.

MONDAY
Eagle Creek Golf Club
The first course was Eagle Creek Golf Club, a new 18 hole course, measuring 7,198, par 73 Championship public course. Designed by Howard Swan and Ron Garl, their concept was to design a course that had a European and American feel about it, this was an interesting concept and worked fairly well. The course had a nice open feel about it but, as American courses go, the obligatory homes on the boundaries are being developed as I write. This will also include two schools, a shopping mall and will virtually become another small town.

Buck, the Superintendent, had a budget of $800,000 - nearly £500,000 - and spent $135,000 - £75,000 - just on fertilisers. They had 45,000 rounds a year.

The one thing that made this course stand out from the rest was it had been sown with Mini-Verde, a high shoot density, ultra dwarf Bermuda grass, for production of high quality golf greens. It tolerates continuous close mowing, about 2mm, has a dark green genetic colour and excellent low temperature colour retention. Mini-Verde will tolerate relatively high amounts of sodium and therefore is adapted for use with reclaimed water, it also tolerates soil pH levels from 5.5 to 9.0, but will perform best at pH 6.0 to 6.5, it also has few pest problems, which is useful in the US.

The club is also proud of its five par 5’s, to this it has five tees per hole, all square.

It had over 90 bunkers, some resembling Scottish reverted bunkers, which didn’t quite look at their best, something to do with the temperature and construction I think.

The clubhouse was equally as good, designed to mimic a vintage New England manor with a European feel. The complex has already received five accolades within 12 months of opening, quite an achievement, especially as there are about 200 courses within a 45 minute drive of Orlando. Our thanks to Buckner Marlon, the Superintendent, for taking the time to answer all are questions and to Howard Swan for the guided tour.

Grande Pines Golf Club
This was the second course of the day, redesigned by Steve Smyers and Nick Faldo, within the last couple of years. This undulating course with very sloping greens was challenging, especially with six large lakes, the course measured 6776 from the back, par 72. This course has also received numerous accolades from Golf Week’s 100 Greatest Modern Courses.

TUESDAY
We were scheduled to attend a Communication Seminar at the Convention Centre, this ran from 8am until 5pm. Presented by Mike Jousan, this seminar covered Philosophy and Principles of Communication, Specific Communication Skills, Negotiating and Selling Your Ideas and Handling Difficult Questions. This was an excellent day and I am glad to say seven out of the ten strong contingent stood up and held their ground.

These Americans aren’t that keen on coming forward and we flew the flag. It was also nice to see a fellow Brit, not part of the BIGGA Delegation, though Murray Long, from Coombe Hill Golf Club, who also joined in.

WEDNESDAY
This bought another seminar, a Field Trip visiting three Florida Courses and a wetland project.

Hawk’s Landing Golf Club
The first course of the day was Hawk’s Landing Golf Club, reputed to be the Marriott’s flagship course. Director of Grounds was John Kopack and this course was built in 1986 by Jo Lee, but was redesigned with the whole course being dug up and re-laid in 1998 by Robert E Cupp. It’s now standing at 6800 yards, par 72, with water being in place for 15 of those holes. All of the greens were seeded with Tiff Dwarf during the winter.
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The course had been heavily over seeded, except the rough, throughout the year they sprayed virtually every week with a cocktail of liquid fertiliser, fungicide, herbicide or wetting agent, the fertiliser was mainly fed through the irrigation system, which is reclaimed water.

They had 40,000 rounds a year, one year the club let it increase to 50,000 and found the course couldn't cope with the amount of play, even with a crew of 55 staff. This course was unique because they had a plant holding area where they grow their own plants, mainly bedding. They also prepared their own hanging baskets, 300 of them, which got replaced quarterly and sold the replaced plants to the locals as a side line business.

Championsgate Golf Club

This was the second course we visited and the Superintendent was Bobby Ellis, a former GCSAA President. Championsgate GC is home to two unique 18 hole Championship golf courses, designed by Greg Norman, this is also the David Leadbetter Academy.

The first course, the National, is a typical American style, standing at 7128, par 72, off the back.

The second, the International, course was designed to resemble the coastal wind swept dune courses of Australian and the British Isles, also standing at 7363, par 72. The whole resort is set in about 1500 acres plus. The courses are designed to collect all of the excess water from the Kissimmee area. This water was pumped into rectangular percolation basins called Rapid Infiltration Basins - RIBS - one rib was five acres in size, the whole site can cope with 12 million gallons, about seven days of continuous water. That's 1.8 million gallons a day, during summer and one million per day during winter.

The percolation rate in these Ribs was 100mm per hour, water testing is done quarterly. It still costs the club $70,000 - £40,000 - a year to extract for irrigation, tissue testing is done monthly due to high salt content. The course has 44 staff and with an annual budget of $1.8 million dollars. They have projected 90,000 rounds a year but are only up to 65,000 at a cost of $215 - £120 - a round. Out of the 65,000 rounds, 40,000 are played in the first three months of the year, the other 25,000 in the remaining nine months.

Wetland Mitigation

This was an area of wetland about 3.4 acres, it did actually connect to a river down stream somewhere. The idea was to set up a planting area of native wetland grasses and trees on the edge of this wetland, if they did that it could be protected by a conservation order and no one was allowed to fill it in and build on it, as like the surrounding area, which was actually earmarked for major development.

The people involved with this conservation project were Kelly Peterman, Senior Ecologist, and Mike Green, Natural Resource Professional.

Ritz-Carlton Golf Resort

The Superintendent at the course was Thomas J Schlick. This tour mainly concentrated on the ornamental planting and the grasslands in and around the hotel grounds, this included the flowers, bedding and pot plants.

Because of the sheer expanse of the resort the planting, i.e. bedding and pot plants, were changed five times a year, which is a hell of a task especially with 100,000sqft of flower borders and over a hundred pot plants not quite the 8in size either.

They had 30 staff just to maintain the interior and exterior planting and half of that number looked after the St Augustine grass and the trees around the hotel grounds. The operation budget for just the landscaping, i.e. exterior planting, was $1.565,000 and the interior planting was $118,000 and that's not including the golf course budget, which incidentally was $1.400,000. What a dream to have a running budget of just over $3million dollars!

But the main item we all wanted to see was the course and maintenance facilities. Well, what could I say about the maintenance sheds apart from absolutely fantastic.
The locker room for the staff was better than most member locker rooms in the UK. There was not a speck of dirt anywhere, and I mean anywhere, from the chemical store to the Superintendent's office, which looked like a DFS lounge mock up. All the machines were spotless, unbelievable if I hadn't seen it for myself.

THURSDAY

The first day of the official show, we all went to the opening session. Apart from the usual thank you's for those few stepping down and the new ones coming on board the opening session was slightly overshadowed by one man.

He was being honoured by receiving the converted Old Tom Morris Award that was the Golden Bear himself Jack Nicklaus. He gave a talk and did an interview for the Golf Channel, which was being recorded for a later date. He also gave a question and answer session. That was one of the highlights of the day.

After that was over we went to the show. Yet again another very impressive setting, there was about 830 exhibitors showing of their latest products, they had 270,360sqft of exhibition hall to cover, bearing in mind that is all in one room.

They were expecting 25,000 to 28,000 people to visit the show, before that there was already 7,329 people who attend the education seminars and I don't know how many entered the golf tournament that was played over five top Orlando courses over three days.

The show was categorised into seven main areas; the building of a green, agronomic solutions, clubhouse solutions, driving range, electric vehicle test track, equipment and maintenance, and water solutions. This was the first ever building of a green in the middle of an exhibition, it was built to full USGA spec, probably about 300m2 with all the surrounds. Turfing could have been better, though.

That evening bought one of our first big engagements, the President's Dinner, hosted and sponsored by Stephen Bernhard. This involved meeting and dinning with some of America's top 100 Superintendents and some of the GCSAA hierarchy.

This was an evening not to forget, the networking potential was enormous, we all met so many inspirational people and by the end of the evening we had made some new friends.

FRIDAY

This was another day at the show, meeting up with reps and fellow UK greenkeepers and college lecturers, including a certain Wayne Roberts, from Myerscough. That evening we were to attend another reception to see the old President, Mark Woodward, handing over to Tim O'Neill, the new GCSAA President. By the way, congratulations to Mark on his new appointment in San Diego. Good luck.

SATURDAY

We had finished off at the show because it closed at 2pm, so just time to pick up a few bargains at the GCSAA retail shop, after the show a little retail therapy at one of the many retail outlets. That night most of us went to downtown Orlando to see a free open air concert by Bruce Hornsby and the Range, an 80's group if you wondering from around '86 with a number one hit "The way it is" and many others. Thanks to Sami, from BigGA, for hearing where they were playing.

SPECIAL THANKS

I would like to thank Stephen Bernhard for his support in sponsoring us all, also Sam, Kim and all of the Bernhard crew, thanks everyone for making it a great trip.

Also, to all the fellow cricketers who travelled with me. You all made it an unforgettable week, also thanks to John Pemberton, Sami, and Rosie. Nice to see you all in action; Howard Swan for making the first day so enjoyable. Finally congratulations to Chris Maynard for his new appointment at Pirates Cove.

My personal thanks to all of you.

Chris Maynard, of The London Golf Club, one of the ten BigGA Delegates tries out some of the new technology and equipment at the GCSAA Show in Orlando, Florida
With its bright green course and colourful flourishing backdrop Augusta National is the bane of most greenkeepers' lives.
A Word with Alliss

With April heralding the annual outbreak of Augusta Syndrome Scott MacCallum speaks with a man who has been a feature of Augusta for nearly 40 years.

So here we are again. April, and the Masters will be filling the television screens with spectacular golf on a course which fits every club member's vision of what a golf course should be.

Augusta National is perfection personified. Very few of us have ever been lucky enough to visit but we all know the course, particularly the back nine, as if it were our own.

A little draw to get the big bounce down the 10th fairway; a deep breath for Amen Corner - avoid the lake to the left of the 11th; vital club selection on the 12th and hitting a perfect right to left drive on 13 to give a chance of making the green in two - Amen to that; but then there is the terrifyingly slopey 14th green; the 15th where you can find water both in front or behind the green; up comes the 16th where every well struck tee shot feeds down to the hole and looks a dead cert to go in; the 17th with a well positioned tee shot giving a chance to just clear the bunker guarding the green and leave a birdie putt; then a deep breath before attempting the claustrophobic drive up the last, hopefully missing the bunkers, gives a chance to leave a makeable putt on the famous last green.

The colours are amazing. The caddies' white overalls setting off the vivid green of the fairways and greens; the stunning rhododendrons and azaleas; the carpeted bridges, the pure white sand in the bunkers and the blue water of Rae's Creek and the many lakes.

Then there's the greens themselves. Is there anything more extraordinary than watching a player strike a putt away from the hole and then waiting for it to find its way all around the green to the hole side or sometimes, miraculously, in?

Now, if you just spent a little more time preparing your own course properly, surely you could come up with something nearly as good. I'm not so stupid as to expect something exactly the same, after all I know the weather's always better in America and from what I see there are a few more staff at Augusta than at your place, but how much sun or people does it need to get greens to stimp at 14?

It's the same every year. The US Masters is the bane of greenkeepers' lives but you do have a champion out there and he comes from an unlikely source.

"For people to think that their own courses should be like Augusta is like dreaming of living in Buckingham Palace. It is completely unobtainable."

There speaks a man who has been attending the Masters for over 40 years and whose voice is synonymous not just with the Masters but every top golfing event of the last 30 years - Peter Alliss.

Yes, the man who has provided the soundtrack to our golfing history knows that there can be no comparison between what he commentates upon in Georgia every April and what the rest of us are involved with.

In other words at Augusta - It's golf, Jim, but not as we know it.

"There is a lot of falseness about Augusta. It's a bit like preparing for the Chelsea Flower Show, where plants are forced on and arrive in buckets and everyone is desperate to keep the plants alive for a week. A lot of that happens at Augusta where they do supply the rhododendrons and azaleas in pots if the weather hasn't been conducive to bringing them on, just so that it looks wonderful," explained Peter.

And if your members get a little depressed, as they gaze out of your clubhouse window onto a deserted putting green and a fourball trudging towards the 18th green, at the thought of Augusta members sitting in their colonial style clubhouse perched high above the course taking in a view that is golf's equivalent of the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, listen to Peter.

"When you look out from the Augusta clubhouse all you can see are acres of mown grass without a feature on it. Put all the people there, though, and it looks completely different."

Peter has been the voice of BBC Television Golf for many years, taking over the mantle from the great Henry Longhurst, and he has described many of the finest Masters' moments.

He was there in 1980 when Seve burst on to the scene and became the youngest ever champion. In '86, he described Jack Nicklaus' incredible back nine to become the oldest man to win the title. He was the man who, in '88, coaxed Sandy Lyle's amazing fairway bunker shot down the green towards the hole to give him the birdie chance that made him the first ever British winner. The very next year he peered through the gloom to see Nick Faldo win the first of his two
LAKE LINERS

Hanbury Manor Golf Club: Reservoir Liner

Donnington Grove Golf Club: Pond Liner
Frilford Golf Club: Irrigation Reservoir Liner
Aroeira Golf Club, Portugal: Lake Liner

• We provide high performance polyethylene liners to fully waterproof your proposed reservoir, lake, pond or similar.

• For your assurance, our site installation works, which are undertaken nationally, are covered by warranties.

• If required, we can supply fabricated liner panels for your own installation.

• Our lining systems are used in the refurbishment of existing water features which leak.

• We advise on all preparatory and finishing earthworks required.

GEOSYNTHETIC TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
Nags Corner, Wiston Road, Nayland, Colchester, Essex CO6 4LT
Tel: 01206 262676 Fax: 01206 262998
Email: sales@geosynthetic.co.uk Website: www.geosynthetic.co.uk
He is also an advocate of traditional golf and is left open mouthed by some of the new style courses which are being built, particularly in the States.

"Some of the courses in the States are like ornamental gardens. For example, I went to see the new Donald Trump course last year and it had some wonderful, but ridiculous, waterfalls. Great feats of engineering and silliness. It's like playing golf in an artificial world."

He also feels that there are a lot of golf developers who live in a fantasy world with every new golf course supposed to be a par-72.

"You produce a wonderful golf course with a par of 70 and people think it's Mickey Mouse, because it's only par-70 - God forbid if it were to be par-68. But I maintain the most difficult course in the world would be four par-3s between 190 and 225 yards and 14 par-4s at 470 yards long. It would be a par-68 but you could bring Tiger Woods over and he'd go round all day long and not break par."

So here's a chance for Peter, with the ear of the greenkeeping profession, to get anything of his own off his chest.

"Sand in the bunker! I would like to start a campaign at every golf course in the country to have bunkers forked over on April 1. Everywhere I go I see bunkers with no sand in them, probably because of the raking system. I don't want a foot of sand but you could tickle the sand to loosen up a couple of inches. That's the one criticism I'd make," he said.

Warming to his theme he laid out his blueprint for a well run golf club.

"I'd try to get the very best greenkeeper I could, but also the best steward; the best cook - you don't want a chef; a good Secretary; a good pro and a good assistant. If you've got all those ingredients it will work. The course can be very ordinary but if you keep it neat and tidy with a good attention to detail people will say how nice it looks and keep coming back. It's like having a cheap pair of shoes, if they are clean and looked after they will be fine but if they are dirty and neglected they look awful," said Peter, who has great respect for greenkeepers.

"It's a hell of a job for greenkeepers. It's not a thankless task as it is very rewarding but I don't think in all honesty enough good greenkeepers get enough praise. They are the hub of any club.

"As for the Augusta Syndrome. It's silly and unobtainable."

Photographs supplied by Getty Images and Brian Morgan
Name: Robert Hogarth  
Region: Scottish  
Years as a Greenkeeper: 19  
Club: Cardrona Hotel Golf & Country Club, 18 holes  
Course Type: Mature Woodland  
Staff: Course Manager, plus seven  

Name: Stuart Boyce  
Region: Northern  
Years as a Greenkeeper: 22  
Club: Mere Golf & Country Club  
Course Type: Parkland, 18 holes  
Staff: Course Manager, plus 12  

Name: Kenny MacKay  
Region: Midland  
Years as a Greenkeeper: 18  
Club: Marriott Forest of Arden Hotel  
Course Type: Parkland, 18 holes  
Staff: Course Manager, plus 18 full time and six casual  

Name: Edward McCabe  
Region: South West/Wales  
Years as a Greenkeeper: 30  
Club: Brockenhurst Manor Golf Club  
Course Type: Heathland/Maturing Forest, 18 holes  
Staff: Course Manager, plus six  

Name: Chris Lomas  
Region: South East  
Years as a Greenkeeper: 14  
Club: The Berkshire  
Course Type: Heathland, 36 holes  
Staff: Course Manager, plus 17  

Name: Kyle Irwin  
Region: Ireland  
Years as a Greenkeeper: 14  
Club: Lurgan Golf Club  
Course Type: Parkland, 18 holes  
Staff: Head Greenkeeper, plus four  

Name: Jon Wiggett  
Region: International  
Years as a Greenkeeper: 11  
Club: Leuk Golf Club, Valais, Switzerland  
Course Type: Inland Links  
Staff: Course Manager, plus four  

Does Augusta National or other courses which appear on television influence your members'/clients' perception on how a course should look?

To be honest, not since I moved to Cardrona. I have experienced that in the past, but here it has been different. Having a small membership helps in that and it is important to have good communication to tell them why the course looks and plays like it does.

It is hard to say. On the one hand the American courses on TV don't do us Brits any favours as members see them and want our course to look the same in the middle of winter, which just isn't possible. On the other hand they are just happy to see the course looking and playing well.

There is an influence, but I wouldn't just put it down to Augusta. In the past that might have been true, but with so much TV golf nowadays the golfer sees so many courses that they will be influenced. I also think that today's golfer travels a lot more and sees courses across the globe in different climates and that influences their opinions.

It certainly does have an influence on our membership, but I don't let it influence how I manage my course. Satellite TV has a lot to answer for as the majority of golfers judge the course's quality on its colour, which is wrong. Personally I don't like these bright green courses that you see on TV, they look too artificial.

Fortunately I have a very well travelled membership, who are fully aware of the climatic differences let alone the financial ones. I pity anyone who has members who feel their course should resemble Augusta in any way. It would break my members' hearts to have manicured gardens on their golf course.

I definitely think so. You get the fair weather golfers coming out around this time of year and they expect to see the course looking exactly how they see courses on TV. They forget that this club doesn't have the huge budgets that other clubs have and that it is just not possible to meet those unrealistic standards.

Yes, especially here in Switzerland where there is little or no knowledge of links style courses. The course is built on a sandy soil with wall-to-wall fescue. In the early morning it looks very green but with the Mediterranean climate we have here it usually looking very brown by midday.
**Is there pressure to make your course greener in colour and inline with many of the courses seen on TV?**

We don't have a huge problem with that. I am lucky in the fact that I am clearly in charge and we have total responsibility of the course. We are a business and we do have to think along those lines, but that doesn't put pressure on us to change the course.

**What do you do to meet your members'/clients' demands but at the same time keeping the course in a realistic and healthy state?**

It is difficult to get that balance, but crucial to do so. We have Q&A sessions with the membership, which helps a lot. Some suggestions we get just won't work, and you have to be very careful to explain why it wouldn't work. We have to treat everyone, including members, as clients, and you can't afford to upset or lose them.

**What is the biggest tournament you have held at the Club and how did you set up your course differently for it?**

We hosted the 2004 PGA European Pro Tour Cardrona Classic. Over the last 10 years, as BIGGA has become more respected, the PGA's attitude has changed, they now ask you to change things, rather than tell you. We had the greens fast, stimping at 11 feet. We also narrowed the fairways and changed the par from 72 to 73, having five par-5's on the course.

**Did the course take time to recover after peaking for these events?**

After the PGA Tournament we have no problems. We also hosted the Bunkered Match Play in October and we were unlucky with the weather. We had so much rain that the final day had to be cancelled. What caused the problems was that the officials, TV crews, etc. insisted on still using golf buggies and this really damaged the course.

It does take time to recover. We normally don't touch the course for a week after major events, we just let it rest. It depends on the weather and what has taken out of the course. Typically we use balanced fertilisers to make the course up and we bring the cut height up so the turf is less stressed.

**Our course appears on television so the pressure comes from having the course up to the high standards required by the European Tour. So the pressure is on us to get the course right. We have ours set up similar to the US Open, so the focus is on developing the course into that type of state and standard.**

There is no pressure applied to me by the club. I have been here 18 years and I have a course policy in place that the members respect. I focus my attention on the playing characteristics of the course, as that is the most important thing. Obviously we make the course as presentable as possible, but how the course actually plays is crucial.

Not at all. A luminous green heathland course is the last thing anyone wants here. In contrast they love to see it really brown off in the summer. The pressure comes from corporate/vistor golf, they often relate to what they see on TV. When you visit courses on TV you realise that producers can make anywhere look good with filters and camera work.

To a certain extend yes. The problem is that golfers don't know about grass types and the health of grass, they just like to see good colour. We installed a new putting green and we got complaints that it wasn't green enough in colour and looked unhealthy, while it actually was in great condition and very healthy.

The biggest gripe is about the lack of definition compared to the American style courses but I am fortunate that the Architect, John Chilvers-Stainer, lives locally and spends a considerable amount of time at the club explaining his concept to the players. It is a sad reality, but his word carries a lot more clout than mine, except among the regular players.

**The course is still very young but we did have the County Strokeplay here in 2003. I did not alter the course that much except for double cutting the greens and a few difficult pin placements. We had midday temperatures of 110°F and strong winds which kept the scoring high.**

Emphasis here is in keeping things realistic. The club holds major and senior country events and Pro-Ams. For these we speed up the greens slightly and cross cut the fairways, it all depends on the standard of golfer we are hosting. We like to think that we produce a high standard of course all year round, so we don't need to change too much when we do hold competitions.

Last year we held The British Men's Senior Open. With my staffing and resources we find one course tournaments straightforward, the difficulty with this was that it was staged over both courses amid heavy thunderstorms. You work your aeration and fertiliser programme around the main tournaments and we increase our cutting frequencies to whatever is required.

We don't hold any major events here, mainly club competitions. We just try and keep the course at its best for as long as possible, without causing big problems or disruptions.

**It used to be like that, but attitudes are changing. My Chairman travels around the world and plays a lot of high profile courses. He picks things up which he wants to see on ours. We used to fertilise just to make the grass greener, but this also increased the amount of thatch we had, so we don't fertilise as much now.**

Not at all. A luminous green heathland course is the last thing anyone wants here. In contrast they love to see it really brown off in the summer. The pressure comes from corporate/vistor golf, they often relate to what they see on TV. When you visit courses on TV you realise that producers can make anywhere look good with filters and camera work.

To a certain extend yes. The problem is that golfers don't know about grass types and the health of grass, they just like to see good colour. We installed a new putting green and we got complaints that it wasn't green enough in colour and looked unhealthy, while it actually was in great condition and very healthy.

The biggest gripe is about the lack of definition compared to the American style courses but I am fortunate that the Architect, John Chilvers-Stainer, lives locally and spends a considerable amount of time at the club explaining his concept to the players. It is a sad reality, but his word carries a lot more clout than mine, except among the regular players.
Just the Tonic

Nick Harden looks at the causes of poor health in fine turf and some of the treatments and corrective measures greenkeepers can apply.

Like those who play on it, golf course turf can sometimes get run down and in need of a tonic, particularly following the depressing cold and wet months of winter. This is when greenkeepers have to take on the role of turf doctors, looking at all the possible causes of the turf's depression and establishing the best forms of treatment. Turf's requirement for a tonic may be diagnosed as needing a change of 'diet' or 'environment', or the application of a 'medicine'.

DIET AND ENVIRONMENT

In order to maintain turf in a healthy condition, and therefore reduce the need for treatment, particular attention needs to be given to four particular areas, one relating to 'diet' and three to the turf's 'environment'.

1. Correct feeding

Left to its own devices, grass will survive on soils with widely ranging nutritional value. However, to provide the optimal growing conditions needed for fine turf, feeding needs to be carefully managed. The main nutrients that grasses need are nitrogen, phosphate and potassium.

The precise requirements for nutrition depend on the grass species, time of year and the type of soil. Some diseases are encouraged by lack of soil fertility, e.g. Red Thread, while too much nitrogen in the soil can encourage other diseases such as Fusarium Patch. Again like its players, turf's diet may need a helping hand in the form of supplements, in this case fertilisers.

When using granular fertilisers on golf course turf, a compound, although more expensive, offers distinct benefits over blended forms which often contain large proportions of grit. Grit has no nutritive value and can damage expensive mowing machinery. Additionally blends can create lush week growth and can increase the risk of scorching.

Compound fertilisers are made up of individual prills containing the vital components Nitrogen, Phosphate and Potassium. This allows a far more even supply of nutrients to create uniform strong growth of turf type grasses. Compounds also incorporate sulphur, a component lacking in blends as well as in the atmosphere, but which is a trace element essential for healthy grass development.

2. Soil pH

The optimum pH for grass growth is between pH 5.5 and 6.5, although grass can survive a much wider range than this. Outside this range, the pH will reduce plant vigour and in some cases, an alkaline pH - greater than 7 - can encourage the disease Take-all Patch.

3. Root systems

Poor drainage, compaction and the build up of thatch can cut down air supply to the grass roots, reducing plant vigour. This renders the turf more susceptible to disease attack. Turf soils need to be kept aerated by regular spiking or hollow tining, and the thatch controlled by routine scarification. Optimum moisture access in the rootzone, air to water ratios, and the ability to produce chlorophyll, thereby encouraging more efficient photosynthesis and better production of carbohydrate energy reserves, all contribute to keeping the turf healthy.
4. Shade
Plants need sufficient light to promote healthy growth. Where grass is shaded by trees, hedges and other obstructions, vigour may be reduced and grass becomes prone to disease attack. Where possible, excessive shade should be controlled by pruning.

5. Water
As in humans, water is arguably the most essential part of the equation when it comes to turf survival. Your turf can survive longer without proper nutrition and optimum environmental conditions than it can without access to water.

The physical structure of the turf plant is comprised of 75 - 85% water, and adequate levels are need to be maintained for basic metabolic functions, tissue formation, cooling, and food manufacturing to continue. It also acts as the transport system through which the turf takes up nutrients and 'medicines' through its roots and carries it through the plant.

Turf loses the greatest amount of water under stressful conditions such as high light intensity, high temperature, low atmospheric water vapor content, and windy conditions. To make sure that your turf is getting the water it needs to survive, especially during these stress periods, it is recommended that a quality soil surfactant be used.

Surfactants have been proven to reduce fingered flow and other water related problems, such as dry patch, wet spots, and uneven wetting. They help to establish and maintain a 'matrix flow' - a consistent downward and lateral water movement pattern that ensures uniform movement of water and turf chemicals through the soil profile. This promotes healthy turfgrass since water and water soluble chemicals penetrate deeper into the rootzone, encouraging a deeper root structure for healthier, denser and more uniform turf surfaces.

With surfactants you can use less water overall and still maintain the levels needed in the soil, since little is lost to run-off, channelling or surface evaporation.

THE 'MEDICINES'
If it is not in peak condition, turf becomes more susceptible to pests and diseases. For the treatment of diseases, pests and weeds in golf turf most greenkeepers will agree that, like it or not, the 'tonic' will often involve some form of chemical control.

TREATMENT OF PESTS
There are four main pests that are the bane of the greenkeeper's life: worms, although beneficial in helping to aerate the subsoil, their casts cause problems particularly on greens; leatherjackets, the larval stage of the cranefly; the frit fly, particularly for newly-sown turf, and the infamous chafer grub. A new product for the control of chafer grubs is due to be launched in the UK during April.

Application of pesticides will usually be in the form of spraying affected areas, at rates and frequencies recommended by the manufacturers. Some products have tank-mix compatibility for treating two or more pests at the same time, reducing both labour involvement and chemical usage.

TREATMENT OF DISEASES
Intensively managed turf is often more prone to attacks of turf disease. In many cases, development of disease problems can be attributed to cultural causes, i.e. a failure to provide optimum conditions for plant growth. The long-term remedy will usually involve changes in the cultural techniques employed, e.g. by increasing scarification. In the short term however, the use of fungicides may prove necessary to halt the disease and protect the grass from further damage. Turf diseases are disorders that are usually caused by parasitic fungi invading plant tissues and robbing the grass of vital nutrients.

Alternatively, they can be caused by the indirect effects of fungi inhabiting the soil in the rootzone and altering the availability of water and nutrients to the grass, as in the case of the fairy ring fungi. In either case they present a problem to the greenkeeper, who needs to take some form of remedial action in order to restore the turf to full health.

Thanks to Bayer Environmental Science, British Seed Houses and Supaturf Products for help in compiling this article.
TORO LAUNCHES RAINESSENSOR

Toro Irrigation has launched a wireless version and upgraded models of its two wired RainSensor Series.

The RainSensor works in conjunction with an irrigation controller to automatically shut off water when it rains. The three models in the new, enlarged series will give golf, sport and landscaping users even greater control of their irrigation programmes.

Toro’s first wireless RainSensor brings with it the flexibility to install the sensor in the most suitable operating location, and has a 100m line-of-sight transmission range to a receiver. The receiver features a user-friendly LCD for simple programming and an easy to read icon display. It is also fitted with a rain/freeze sensor. This shuts off irrigation if the temperature falls below a level that is pre-set by the user.

The two wired RainSensor models are fitted with a sensor that features the option to select either ‘normally closed’ or ‘normally open’ for compatibility with older controllers. This ensures that irrigation still goes ahead, even in the unlikely event that the RainSensor fails.

Also included are four system shut-off points that can be adjusted to allow for different levels of rainfall depending on soil type. These units additionally come with an 8m pre-wired cable and a gutter- or eaves-mounted bracket for easy installation.

For further information Tel: 01480 226800.

A TURF TO WITHSTAND WEATHER EXTREMES

Available for the first time in the UK, Rhizomatous Tall Fescue Turf, produced by Tillers Turf, tolerates both drought and shade. It has a very deep and robust root system, enabling it to withstand the extremes of the weather.

This is the ideal turf to make a difference to areas of the course that suffer regularly from die-back due to drought and if you find it difficult to maintain grass cover on a shaded tee.

RTF turf has excellent wear tolerance, similar to perennial ryegrass. It is shade, salt and frost tolerant and will withstand both water logging and drought conditions. It has consistent colour throughout the summer and winter and flourished in all soil types.

With a rooting depth capability of 1.5 metres RTF turf is a choice for soil stabilisation. With low water and nutrient requirements, coupled with rhizomatous recovery, it is ideal for use in environmentally sustainable situations.

The Turf is suitable for close mowing down to 12mm and has a low build up of thatch. The hard leaf of RTF turf encourages the ball to sit up making it ideal for golf course fairways and semi-roughs.

For further information Tel: 07984 551374.

THE WATER STORAGE ANSWER

Waterproofing Services design and install a system that diverts rain from guttering and downpipes at golf courses to lakes that store the water until it is needed for irrigation. The created lakes then become an attractive and intrinsic part of the golf course, while also acting as a practical water store.

Clubhouses and outbuildings mean that most golf courses have a massive surface area of roofs. Rain that falls on these roofs normally just goes to ground and is wasted. This system makes full use of this important water by diverting and storing rain water, with the lakes being any size a club wants, from a few square metres to a whole football pitch.

With weather pundits predicting a hot summer and the Environment Agency’s ‘Water Resources Strategy’ kicking in, golf courses are being urged to get their water recycling procedures in order; this system aims to help with this.

Waterproofing Services designs and installs lakes at golf clubs across the UK. Recent projects have included London & Hatfield Country Club, London Golf Club and Hanbury Manor.

For further information Tel: 07984 551374.

LATEST ROTADAIROWN EQUIPMENT

The Rotadairon range of specialist soil renovators, stone buriers, de-thatchers and seeders for the amenity and sports sector has been expanded in recent months, including specialised turf de-thatchers and seeder units.

The soil renovators are available in several sizes and specifications for different requirements and tractor power ratings. When used in combination with a seeder unit, ground can be prepared and seeded in a single pass, which speeds up the process and avoids ground drying out between operations.

The machines incorporate a cutting rotor that spins against the direction of travel, minimising compaction and panning. Soil is screened and separated so that coarse material is covered by fine soil, producing a structure with good drainage and aeration that is easy for roots to penetrate.

For de-thatching work, Rotadairon offers the CR140 general-purpose model, which can also be used with a seeder unit, and the ED130 model for fine turf, such as golf greens, where a high degree of accuracy is required. This machine has over 150 specially designed blades closely spaced on a 1.3 metre wide rotor, and working depth can be set very accurately. Blade-changing is particularly quick and easy. With the PTO disconnected, the ED130 can also be used as a slitter/aerator.

Rotadairon seeder units are available either to fit behind a soil renovator, so ground can be prepared and seeded in a single pass, or as separate tractor-mounted units for use on already prepared ground.

For further information Tel: 01480 455151.
NEW FM524
Showcased recently by Hayter was the latest version of the FM524. The Hayter FM524 fairway mower has undergone a number of developments since its introduction in the mid 1990's.

The main change is the new styling. Another change is larger front tyres, which reduce ground pressure and the risk of marking in difficult conditions. Features like hinged or removable panels, allowing easy access to all components for easy cleaning, maintenance and service have remained. The operating position, providing excellent visibility and comfort, so important for prolonged fairway cutting, has also remained exactly the same.

For more information Tel: 01279 723444.

ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIC ABSORBENT
Sphag Sorb, the Environmental Organic Absorbent, supplied by Eco-spill.com, is an all natural product manufactured from sphagnum peat moss originating in the bogs of Canada and has been approved by the Environment Agency as a peat based oil absorbent.

Sprinkled on the oil spill as soon as it happens Sphag Sorb gets to work quickly, its powerful wicking action absorbs hydrocarbons and solvents, encapsulating these liquids on contact and because Sphag Sorb will not absorb water it can be used on wet grass.

Removal of the contaminated absorbent could not be easier. Simply brush as much as can be picked up and then mow the affected area collecting the absorbent into the grass box, any absorbent left on the grass will not harm the environment as the Sphag Sorb will, overtime, breakdown the captured oil before breaking down the Sphag Sorb which safely contains it.

Save the contaminated Sphag Sorb and after 90 days the bio remedial process should be complete and the Sphag Sorb can be safely disposed of back to the environment.

For further information Tel: 01934 514648.

SMALL BUT POWERFUL
Claas has worked with Bartram Mowers, their specialist groundcare dealer for East Anglia, to create a specialist low profile mowing combination, using the new Nectis tractor range fitted with Ransomes MK 4 5/7 mowers.

A total of four Nectis models are available which, although they only have an overall cab height as low as 2.32 metres, depending on tyres, still pack quite a punch as power outputs from the naturally aspirated or turbo charged 3- and 4-cylinder engines range from 68hp up to 101hp.

In standard format, the Nectis comes with a 30kph mechanical 12 forward/12 reverse speed transmission, but it is recommended that for maximum output when using mowers such as the Ransomes, the tractor is better fitted with the optional twistshift and revershift 40kph transmission. This has a two-speed electro-hydraulic clutchless splitter within each mechanical gear, giving a total of 24 forward and 12 reverse speeds, plus a clutchless reverse to avoid repeated use of the clutch.

Both two- and four-wheel drive models are available. On four-wheel drive versions, drive to the front axle is engaged using a rocker switch on the dashboard and they have the facility to be used in automatic or permanent modes. In automatic, four-wheel drive is disengaged above 14kph and re-activated below this speed, and will also be engaged when the engine is switched off, when the brakes are applied or when the differential lock is used. In permanent drive remains engaged regardless of speed.

A wide range of agricultural or turf tyres are available and due to the cut-away design of the engine chassis, all two- or four-wheel drive models have a steering angle of 55 degrees and a minimum turning circle of just 3.45 metres.

For operations such as vertidraining or slitting, the rear mechanically controlled three-point linkage has a maximum lift capacity of 3,138kg and allows both the draft sensitivity and speed of linkage drop to be adjusted. The Claas TCE six Electronic Linkage control is available as an option that uses dials to set the main draft, position and height settings, with a press button for raise, neutralise and to lower the linkage.

Nectis is fitted with a six-spline PTO with groundspeed, 540 and 540 ECO speeds gradually engaged using a hydraulically assisted clutch to avoid overload.

As standard, the Nectis range comes with a two-pump hydraulic system, with a 48 l/min pump serving the braking, hydraulics and spool valve systems, while the second 27 l/min pump serves the steering and clutch systems.

The cab on the Nectis has an extremely low transmission tunnel, which is only 14cm high. The cab is ISO mounted to eliminate vibration and is fitted with a pneumatic seat. The dashboard incorporates an LCD display, which in addition to a constant readout of forward speed, can also provide information on the total or temporary working hours, a clock or the rear PTO speed.

For further information Tel: 01284 763100.

KIOTI EXPAND RANGE
The latest models to join the Kioti range of compact tractors have been unveiled by their UK distributor, Rustons Engineering. There are now seven engine sizes in the range with a choice of specifications and attachments.

Designed specifically for the amenity market, the new models have 25hp or 30hp three-cylinder engines and are fully EU homologated. They are available with hydrostatic transmission or a manual gearbox with eight forward and eight reverse gears, including synchronesh forward/reverse shuttle. Hydrostatic power steering is standard, and options include a second double acting spool valve and mid-PTO.

The lifting capacity of the three-point hitch is 800kg. A front hitch, backhoes and front-end loaders with a quick fit attachment system are available as optional equipment.

The tractors are built in South Korea by Daedong and this modern plant, near Seoul, meets ISO9001 quality management standards and ISO 14001 environmental management standards.

For further information Tel: 01480 455151.
Congratulations to Rachael (Membership) and her husband Stuart on the safe arrival of their son Adam. Rachael is now on Maternity Leave and in the meanwhile Gemma is looking after the Membership Office with help from passed another module in the final stage of his accountancy exams, but also A booklet containing the scales for 2005 may be obtained free of charge by contacting BIGGA Headquarters.

A 'Well done' must also go to Stephen (Accounts) who, not only recently managed to win a shiny new Peugeot 206 in a competition run by the local radio station, I have banned him from taking over the office lottery syndicate since as a non-member I cannot afford for them to scoop a jackpot and leave me on my own! Staff wise we are still under Establishment as they say in the golf club world. We have a vacancy in our Sales Office for someone to sell the classified advertising, a situation that originally arose some while ago with the departure of Cheryl, who emigrated to Australia. Until recently the position has been covered by temporary staff from an agency, however that has now come to an end due to the incumbent's personal situation. The scenic but somewhat isolated location of BIGGA HQ often works against us when recruiting which, together with very low unemployment locally, results in a shortage of suitable candidates. Things have not been made any easier by a bout of illness that has moved through the office.

There appears to be continued confusion and concern over the Recommended Salaries and Conditions of Employment for Greenkeepers as published by the current Committee. I would firstly point out that the BIGGA Pay Rates have not existed since 1997 and members and their employers should refrain from using this terminology as it only adds to the confusion. Historically it was always felt inappropriate that greenkeepers (through BIGGA) should determine the own remuneration recommendations and so a totally independent Committee was formed comprising representatives from golf club owners, golf club secretaries, the R&A and greenkeeping (again through BIGGA).

The Committee, which meets twice a year, established a completely new scale based on a survey and research and for the first time also linked remuneration to qualifications. This scale has been reviewed annually and is adjusted in line with the Average Earnings Index, this is an official government index and is Great Britain's key indicator of how fast earnings are growing. In using this index the Standing Committee ensures that the recommended scale for greenkeepers does not fall out of sync with the rest of industry. I would comment that the scale is only a recommendation and employers can choose to either be guided by it or ignore it. For ease of administration, queries are normally routed through BIGGA Headquarters but I would stress that this is only to try to provide a quick response and NOT because BIGGA controls the Committee. A booklet containing the scales for 2005 may be obtained free of charge by contacting BIGGA Headquarters.

While on the subject of confusion may I take the opportunity to clarify the scope of and access to the Member's Legal Helpline. This is a 24hour/365 days of the year service to BIGGA subscribes and is for the use of and benefit of members and ANY of their family living in their household. The service is operated by a specialist company and is manned by suitably qualified staff who, in most cases, will be able to give you instant advice but who may on occasions need to ring you back with an answer. The person answering the call cannot be expected to know every point of law! Advice can be sought on any legal matter and is not restricted just to employment. If any insured person has been wrongfully dismissed from their job through no fault of their own (i.e. redundancy or poor performance), BIGGA will provide free legal guidance to help them understand their rights and decide whether to take legal action. A claim can be pursued if the dismissal is unfair and there is a reasonable prospect of success. If the claim is substantiated a successful outcome will normally mean a financial award to compensate the wronged employee.

Wait! There's still more, with the spring outing, which is to be played over the Kintyre Course at Turnberry, on Tuesday April 12. The day starts with coffee and a bacon roll on arrival followed by golf and an evening meal at only £20. Tee time is reserved from 1.30pm.

As some of you know I was lucky enough to travel to Florida with the Bernhard's Delegation. One night while sitting in the local watering hole I happened to get talking to a greenkeeper from Aspen, Colorado, who after hearing that I worked in Scotland stated that his club were going to make their course more Scottish in nature. Intrigued at this I inquired how would this be achieved? To which he replied: "By raking the bunkers just twice a week!"

Denis Tweddell

Central

We begin this month's news by sending our heartiest congratulations to Section Committee member, Ian MacMillan, Course Manager at Murrayshall Hotel and Golf Courses, on his achievement in becoming a qualified Fellow of the Society of Specialist Paralegals. Ian set out to gain this degree in order that he could be of assistance to fellow greenkeepers who are having difficulties in their employment.
What makes his achievement more remarkable is that he gained his degree six months within his allotted time and that out of a class of 38 sitting the exams he was the only person who was not practising law as a profession. Well done Ian!

Another two new members join us this month and they are Craig Hempsedd, who is an apprentice at Aberdour Golf Club, and Stuart Muir, a greenkeeper on the Eden course at St. Andrews Links, as always we extend a warm welcome to them from everyone in the Section and hope to see them at some of our future events.

Along with the entry forms for the Spring Tournament at Elie, on April 27, you will receive a list of the educational programme that is available to you and the number of delegates required to hold the course. If you are interested in attending any one of them please return the form to me and we will endeavour to organise them on your behalf. The courses are there, we just need your support!

Personally I would like to thank everyone who has sent their best wishes to Ailsa during the past few weeks, it is very much appreciated by us both, thanks again.

John Crawford

East

Well we’re back after an absence of a few months and it’s now down to business, so here goes. Since I last wrote in this column we have had a few changes on the Committee and they are as follows: The Committee now reads: Chairman, G. Wood; Vice Chairman, Stuart Greenwood; Past Chairman, Chris Yeaman; Secretary, S. Dixon; and messrs. F. Forrest, I. Watson, I. Bell, J. Neilson and K. Hodges. So I would like to wish Graham all the best for the next two years and Stuart for his two years as Vice Chairman.

I would also like to welcome Ian Bell back to the Committee after a few years away and Kevin Hodges, Longniddry GC, who has joined the Committee, so welcome and we hope you enjoy your time with us. I would like to thank the Section and all the members for allowing my time as Chairman over the last years and I look forward to continuing on the Committee for the considerable future, so thank you all.

There are a number of people on the move at the moment. Firstly, Mark Barrie has left Ratho Park GC to become First Assistant at Gogarburn GC and Paul Armour has left Dora GC (Fife) to become an Assistant at Ratho Park GC. Also Danny Murray, son of Tom Murray, Ratho Park GC, is moving from Archerfield Links GC to the USA to Pinehurst Golf Resort on a year placement in association with Ohio State University. This may be longer but initially it is for one year.

He will be working on Pinehurst's number eight course, but will be also doing some work on course number two in the run up to the US Open, being held there in June this year. Danny flew out on this opportunity of a lifetime on March 21 and we would all like to wish him all the best on this amazing trip.

I believe Robert Hogarth, Cardrona G&CC, has been in hospital having an operation on his damaged ankle and we all hope it has been a success, Robert, and we wish you a speedy recovery and hope to see you out on the course very soon.

I hope anyone who attended BTME 2005 had a great time, as once again everyone at HQ did a superb job and gave us a Show to be proud of. Every year it just keeps getting better and better. I know the two East Section Award Winners, Steve Dixon and Kenny Mail, had a great time and hopefully they will write an article for the magazine very soon, so come on lads we’re waiting! So come on, let’s hear from you! I'm waiting by the letterbox and the phone.

Well that’s it for this month and apologies for being away for a while but normal service is now resumed and I look forward to next month with news and views around the Section.

See you then.

Chris Yeaman

North

There are quite a few new members to report this month. Michael Thomson, Assistant Greenkeeper at Longside GC; David Nicolson, Greenkeeper at Old Meldrum GC; Andrew Stables, Greenkeeper at Forres GC; Joanne O’Neil, Apprentice Greenkeeper at Newmachar GC; David Merchant, Apprentice Greenkeeper at Kings Links; Jordan Main, Apprentice Greenkeeper at Elgin GC; Brian Patterson, Apprentice Greenkeeper at Shetland GC; Scot Davidson, Apprentice Greenkeeper at Hazlehead GC. Our apologies to Scot as his membership was paid a few months back but did not come through to me to print.

Also a welcome back to the Section to Ross Macrae, formerly of Old Meldrum GC, who is now Assistant Greenkeeper at Newmachar GC. I hope all the new members enjoy their membership of the Association.

The Scottish Conference at Dunfermline was badly hit by the weather, with the roads difficult due to the snow. However 116 hardy souls were at the Conference and it is to their credit that they were able to get through. The Conference went well and our thanks go to Peter Boyd and the speakers.

The 200 club still has tickets left and if anyone is in possession of tickets and has no intention of renewing them could you please send them back to Hughie McInleth at 24 Whitehill Place, Peterhead, Aberdeenshire, AB42 2YF or please phone him on 01779 470173. The club is our main source of revenue so we need to sell as many tickets as possible.

The spring outing is at Murcar GC, on May 12, and we hope there is a good turnout. Hopefully the weather will take care of itself. The National Tournament will be at Mcdonald GC, Ellon, on June 23, and that is a date for your diary. Brian Anderson and John Geddes are the respective Course Managers so a good turnout would be greatly appreciated by these guys.

Our Secretary, Dale Robertson, has been in touch with Gareth at BIGGA HQ and we hope the draw will be put on the events page of the BIGGA website before the tournament, so try the website if you can access a computer.

A former member of our Section, Stuart Hogg, formerly of Fortrose GC and now of St Annes GC, in England, was presented with his Master Greenkeeper award at Harrogate this year. This is quite an achievement and a lot of work is required to get through the exam, so congratulations go to Stuart and his family. As Stuart is a growing lad he needed a bigger BIGGA blazer, allegedly.

As I write this report the snow is piling down again and our season has actually started, seems to be more snow showers in March these days than during the main winter months.

Iain Gunn
**North East**

Recently Hexham Golf Club has been the recipient of an award for good environmental practices. Hexham has worked towards this over the last two years in a scheme ran in conjunction between the EGU and STRI. Following inspections, the STRI were delighted with the work carried out.

Matfen Hall Golf Club have been granted planning permission for a 10 bay driving range, work has started and should be completed and ready between May and June, it will have a small eating and drinking area which will act as a Clubhouse for the par 3 course.

Please note that BIGGA card holders will not get balls for free, but on showing their cards will get a discount, this will be sorted out nearer the opening time.

They have also recently applied for planning permission for an extra nine holes, this will not be a third or weaker nine, but will link the existing 18 to make a 27 hole layout, approximately 3500yds, par 36, with the traditional two par 3’s and the course has been designed in house by Course Manager, Craig Parkinson, and Head Professional, John Harrison, Craig will be the appointed Project Manager.

Just to let you know that they are looking for an Assistant Greenkeeper who has the necessary skills and been or is still going to college who will start work April/May. They are also looking to employ a further two staff in the year 2006, so if anyone is interested drop Craig a line. Just as a little temptation they are offering 95% of BIGGA rates, plus overtime and membership of the new leisure club.

A question from Craig, he wants to know if anyone in our Section has had their wash bays fitted with a grass filter/clean water system? He would be grateful for any information, he can be contacted on 01661 886586.

Our spring competition is at Ponteland GC, April 14, and the autumn competition is at Foxton Hall GC, September 29.

Jimmy Richardson

**North West**

The main news this month in the Section has been the Mere Seminar, which took place on February 22. The seminar was a joint venture between the N/W and the N/Wales Sections. Every member of both Sections received an application form, 700 in all, and the seminar was attended by 75 people, which included the six speakers. This means that 10 percent of the membership attended which is about average for seminars.

We are lucky that our seminar was able to go ahead as the weather in some parts of the surrounding area was under snow and ice, making travel dodgy, but almost everybody made it. As you can all see from the application forms sent out, we had some great speakers covering the environmental issues, which the whole world is talking and worrying about.

I would like to thank all the speakers who gave us their time and expert advice, which made this a seminar worth attending. I mentioned the weather, and how the seasons are changing, in March we seemed to be getting the December weather, and now in April, with the Masters in Augusta shortly to be on TV, I wonder how long it will be before the members will be happy with our late to develop courses.

Upcoming events are as follows: North West v North Wales, Wilmslow GC, April 5; Spring Tournament, Whitefield GC, May 25; Summer Tournament, Childwall GC, July 27; Autumn Tournament, Prestbury GC, September 1;
Whitelaw Bowl, Penrith GC, September 14; Presidents Day and AGM: Wilmslow GC, December 5.

That’s it for now, any queries or suggestions ring 0151 724 5412 or 07761 583387.

Bert Cross

Northern

Can I please remind you all that the Spring Tournament is being held at Northcliffe Golf Club on April 20. Teeing off commences at 10am. Please let me know if you wish to play and let me have a cheque to cover entrance fee at least one week before the day. Don’t forget the fee is £17 for the entire day, which includes coffee and bacon bap on arrival, your golf and a three course meal. How’s that for excellent value! As I mentioned last month, anybody who wishes to pay on the day will have to pay £20, so do make sure to get your cheques in as early as possible.

Hopefully next month I will be able to bring you the details of the summer barbecue, which we are hoping to arrange for the first time this year, and maybe also the result of the first five-a-side match between Moor Allerton GC and my boys at Otley. There is just the one problem, we at Otley haven’t got five members of staff at the moment, but I’m confident that we can still win with four men!

I’m afraid that’s about all I have to say this month, hopefully I’ll see you at Northcliffe. If anyone has any news they would like to share with the Section, then please do get in touch, my details are as follows: 16a Hodgson Fold, Myers Lane, Bradford, BD2 4EB. Tel: 01274 638366 Mobile: 07739 319060

Adam Speight

Sheffield

Firstly, I would, on behalf of the Section, like to thank Steve Pickering for his work on the Committee. Steve resigned last year and since that day he has become a bit of a celebrity. Recently on his stag do he decided to, or was forced to, have a go on a bucking bronco, he wasn’t very successful as he fell off and slipped a disc.

Hope you are OK now Steve, by the way Dave Chappell says: “Ride them cowboy!” Then further more he has had his picture printed in the Greenkeeper Magazine with Dave. Fame at last Steve, all the best mate.

On Thursday February 3 we held one of our winter lectures, at Rotherham Golf Club. Our thanks go to Jonathan Hamee, of Farmura Ltd, for giving us a very interesting lecture on organics. Unfortunately there wasn’t a great turn out which the Committee is in the process of addressing.

Well done to Chris Astle, our Section Secretary, who has just been promoted to Deputy Course Manager at Wheatley Golf Club, following the retirement of Neil Maltby. Good luck Chris.

Just a reminder that our first golf of the year is on May 10, at Bondhay Golf Club, with a tee off time of 10.30. We hope to have a big turn out from greenkeepers and trade alike, look forward to seeing you all there.

Once again if anyone has any news feel free to get in touch with me either by phone on 07793111845 or via email jv.lax@tesco.net

John Lax

Midland Region

East Midlands

The annual Go-Kart evening was held once again at The Wymeswold Industrial Estate on Wednesday February 16. The format for the evening consisted of four qualifying races for each competitor, with the top eight then contesting the final.

After several keenly contested races, 21 of the competitors were eliminated, leaving the rest to do battle in the Grand Final. This was won by Danny Brown, of Lingdale GC, with Adi Porter and Stuart Raybould, both of Greetham Valley, finishing second and third respectively. Stuart Raybould won the fastest lap.

On behalf of the Section I would like to thank Toro/Lely and The Mowershop for sponsoring the evening and also a special thank you should go to every member who took part in supporting the evening.

Our golf fixtures for this year are as follows: Spring Tournament, Melton Mowbray, Wednesday May 18; Summer Tournament, Cosby, Thursday July 7; AGM, Norwood Park; Wednesday November 2; Christmas, Chamwood Forest, Thursday December 15. The spring and summer combined will be a National Tournament Qualifier.

The Committee do hope to see as many members as possible supporting these days. If you require an entry form please give me a ring or email me about a month before the competition, as no forms will be posted.

Antony Bindley

BB&O

Farewell to Happy Valley! Jack Evans will be taking some happy memories away with him when he leaves the Conway’s Bridge Estate and Happy Valley after 34 years of taking care of what is probably the most under played golf course in the country, with no more than a couple of dozen rounds played on the course in the last ten years.

Ill health has forced Jack, 62, into retirement as ambitious plans have been announced to create a high quality country club and golfing complex on the Park Place Estate, giving a new lease of life to the 68 acres of golf course, woodland and boathouse.

During Jack’s time at Henley on Thames he has rubbed shoulders with the rich and famous, with George Cole (Arthur Daly), Mary Hopkins, Comedian Charlie Drake and a host of international actors and footballers. In addition to this, Jack persuaded the artist John Piper to paint Conway’s Bridge, and the painting now adorns the Mayor’s parlour at Henley Town Hall. On one occasion when the estate was on the market, a red Mercedes with a number plate SC1 pulled up in the drive and out stepped Sean Connery, who joined Jack for a cuppa and a guided tour of Happy Valley. Unfortunately, the great actor decided the house was too small and not for him.

Jack has a very special memory of the time when a golfing superstar turned up to discuss redesigning the six hole course - Jack Nicklaus was standing by Conway’s Bridge with a group of managers and Jack, with tongue in cheek, introduced himself and after talking to one of the greatest golfers in the world he was presented with a Happy Valley scorecard signed “To Jack from Jack”.

Jack will be moving into a bungalow in Twyford and will have a lot more time on his hands and he is starting to think about what will keep him busy in his retirement. “I have been promising myself to take a golf lesson since 1963. Maybe now I will find time for it,” he said. So if you’re passing Twyford pop in and see Jack, he will be only too pleased to see you. From all the BB&O, we wish Jack the very best in his retirement.

Remember that your news and views are always welcome and if you require further information on Section events planned for 2005 contact the Secretary. John Sones, on 0788 550380. PS. It’s just started snowing, welcome to spring!

Mark Day

Mid Anglia

Welcome to the Mid Anglia Section news. There is not a lot to report this month. One important item is that the spring event this year will only be an 18 hole event and not a 36 as of previous years. Those of you who know Royston Golf Club will understand why, it has several "heart attack hills" and we didn’t want to kill off the whole Section in one event!

The plan is for an afternoon round of golf, plus all the usual stuff, I believe that more information will be posted to our members with the entry forms. By the way, get your entry forms in early this year to make life easier for Richard.

That’s about it, hopefully spring will have sprung by now and we’ll all need a holiday soon!

Bob Burfay
The South East Region's annual Gentleman's Dinner was held at Walton Heath as the magazine was going to press. A full report will appear in May's issue of Greenkeeper International.

Kent
I don't suppose I'm going to be the only one mentioning the weather in this month's 'Around the Green' section but as I look out across the snowy landscape that used to be a golf course summer seems a far distant memory. Indeed, this very morning I went to one of the high points of my course where a number of winter sports enthusiasts had gathered. I said to one: "How's the snow for skiing?" "Dunno," he replied, "I'm a tobogganist." "Oh," I said, "Can I have 20 Bensons then?" The old ones are the best! I'm sure this scenario will soon be a gone and we'll all be rushed off our feet trying to cope with the arrival of spring and the associated flush of growth. Happy days!

On the subject of arrivals, many congratulations to my Deputy, Richard Burgess, and his wife, Helen, on the birth of their second son, Henry. Another new member to welcome this month is David Tomlin, from The London Club.

With the help of our many trade supporters, who shall all get plenty of publicity for their efforts throughout the year, we have been able to compile a full fixture list for the coming season. This will begin with an educational afternoon at Wildernesse Golf Club, in Sevenoaks. This will start at 2pm and include seminars and a course walk. This is a great opportunity to learn at a great venue for golfers and non-golfers alike.

Our first golfing adventure will be hosted by Broome Park Golf Club, near Canterbury, on June 9. We then visit Southern Valley Golf Club, on September 29. Finally we shall return to Birchwood Park Golf Centre, on November 24, for the annual turkey trot and AGM. We shall be producing a printed fixture list for all members in due course, but at least now you all have a basic agenda for the year in Kent and can plan to be at as many occasions as possible.

Please remember, BIGGA golf days are not just open to Course Managers and other regulars. All greenkeepers, at all levels of work and golfing ability, are welcome to join us.

If you have any news or gossip for this column please contact me. Even if it's the result of your staff snowball fight! I can be contacted on 07843 410755 or by email at grassyars@hotmail.com.

Rob Holland

Sussex
Hello again. Believe it or not, with the weather being very mild, we have just been promised a couple of weeks of Siberian winds and for a change I think they might have got it right, as there is snow on the ground and biting winds. Roll on the summer!

I did put my email address in last month's magazine, roberthudson77@btinternet.com, just in case anyone had any news they would like me to include, and just to clarify this is not an agony aunt column! I did actually get some feedback from a member and I think it was in response to my dig at members that were not attending any golf days through the year.

All I can add is that the golf days consist of 18 holes with a meal, for a very
reasonable cost. I know we used to have 27 or 36 hole days, but that has not been the case for quite a while. Also it has been stressed that we are maybe starting too early and not giving you guys enough time to prepare your courses and then travel to the event. If this is the case than we can try and put those guys at the back of the field, although we are now trying to get a later kick off anyway.

If you would like to attend a golf day here are the fixtures and dates: May 5, Pycombe GC, Qualifier for the National Tournament; July 14, Haywards Heath GC, Team Challenge; August 31, Dyke GC, Sussex v Surrey - hiss boo; September/October, yet to be arranged.

Just a little in reference to the Sussex v Surrey match. Not only is it at the Dyke, where the Fixtures Secretary is Course Manager, it is also his birthday. Not too much pressure to put on oneself at 50 is it? Let's hope his game lives up to it.

As you can see there is no set fixture for September/October, so if any one feels their club would kindly hold an event then, or for the forthcoming year please let me know. Please support your Section!

That's the lot for now, look forward to seeing you at the next golf day.
Rob Hudson

East Anglia

Spring is here and I am sure everyone is flat out with their spring renovation. It has been a winter of mild weather for most of us with only a few course closures, and just a handful of days with temporary greens in use. The 'must play everyday member' has been happy throughout, so let us hope he shows some understanding as we tirelessly bring our courses round for the summer onslaught.

The Section's 2005 fixtures are now confirmed and the fixture cards are going to press as I write. Due to unforeseen circumstances, the first golf meeting of the year has had to be arranged later in Spring than normal, the meeting at Diss Golf Club is to be held on Tuesday May 17, the entry forms and fixture cards will be sent to all members of our Section shortly. If any member has any queries then Ian Willet, our Section Secretary, can be contacted on 01728 452759 and he will be pleased to deal with your call.

Congratulations must go to our Section Treasurer, Martin Mison, and his wife, Tracey, on the birth of their fourth child. Matthew weighing in at 9lbs 2oz, and was born on January 3.

Hope to see you all at Diss on May 17, for our qualifier of the BIGGA National Tournament. So for you serious golfers get some practice in, and for the rest of us it's time to locate our clubs - as they are most probably still in the same place that they were dumped in after our last meeting!
Steve Millard

Essex

Well, thousands of apologies for not writing sooner, but I have no excuses. I could say the dog ate the article, I could say my children ruined the article, I could say I mowed over the article, but alas I have no excuse. Still I have been inundated with things to write about from you members... not!

Our last event of 2004 was a Texas scramble out at Orsett Golf Club. Don and the boys put on a great day and our thanks to them, the caterers and the staff of Orsett GC for allowing us to play and have a really enjoyable day. The winners were... slight problem, I cannot find the piece of paper that Dave Beale gave me and he cannot find his copy, but who ever did win well done!

Our thanks to Rigby Taylor, who sponsored the day and put up some terrific prizes. Also thanks to all our other sponsors that gave raffle prizes: Avoncrop, Scotts, Tuckwells, Ernest Doe, Collyer Turf, Banks Amenity, Vitax, CMW, Sherriffs, Tacit, Seoul Nassau, and anybody else!

The AGM was then held after a fine dinner. A complaint was heard that how disappointing it was that when the AGM was about to start many of the members who had been there for the golf disappeared. This is one complaint which I feel I totally agree with. If you did not attend the AGM do not moan about anything, it lasted just 15 minutes!

No change in offices other than Don Clark will now be organising the golf days. Our thanks to Dave Beal's effort and all his hard work over the last couple of years and especially for the new scoring system. On behalf of the Section I would like to thank all our officers and sponsors for all the work and support they have given the Section during 2004.

Harrogate has been and gone, I did not get there myself, but I understand it was as good as ever. You should all have received your events cards for 2005. The golf days are as follows. April 12, Thorpe Hall; June 8, Abridge Golf and Country Club, which is a National Qualifier; August 4, South East Essex Essex Golf Club; October 6, the Bentley Golf Club; December 1, the Essex Golf Club, which will be followed by the AGM.

My, what a boring article! Will write again soon.
Geoff Smith

South West

Winter finally got its own back by spectacularly mugging all the competitors with a bitter cold wind for our early spring competition, at Weston Super Mare Golf Club, on February 23. Wasn't it Adge Cutler and the Wurzels who penned some completely lop-sided song about Weston Super Mare? Mindless lyrics about ice cream and donkeys? They obviously didn't bother to suss it out in February, when even the seagulls were huddled morosely outside the travel agents in the middle of town. Trust me Adge, it was so cold, your Wurlitzer would have frozen solid and most probably dropped off.

Despite the freezing conditions, there was some good golf played on some absolutely superb greens. Yours truly was 'off sick' with a virus and missed the day, so apologies if some of the details are not quite up to my normal standards.1. Jamie Acton, 43 points; 2. N. Smith, 40 points; 3. P. Gibson, 37 points.

Nearest the Pin, with prizes from Tower Chemicals, were Paul Godwin and Nobby Knight. Peter Blackwell, of Bredy Irrigation, one of our new Patronage Partners, gave a short presentation of their products, and we were grateful to Richard Whyman, National Vice Chairman, for attending. He took away our very best wishes for his coming year in office. Many thanks to Weston Super Mare GC for the courtesy of the course, and thanks to all the club staff, indoors and out, for a super day.

A big welcome to the Section to Dominic Rogers, who is joining The Wiltshire Golf Club as Course Manager on April 1. Dominic has been Course Manager at the Suffolk Golf & Country Club for the past four years and is a keen golfer. He is looking forward to attending the Section meetings, and is particularly looking forward to the Section visit to The Wiltshire on May 19 for the Greenkeeper Amateur Tournament. No pressure Dominic, we like the greens at 10 on the stimpmeter, and all the rough well mown.

At Minchinhampton the staff have been very busy putting the final touches to two new tees and a long stretch of dry stone-wall is being rebuilt. A small water feature is being completed and we are installing small concrete pads to facilitate the collection of grass clippings from around the courses. The last monthly pass with the deep spiker on the greens will be in March, we then switch to shallower tining and linear aeration, spring and autumn.

I recently did a 'PowerPoint' presentation to some of the MGC members, based on the one I did for the Regional Seminar at Cannington last year. It was very well received and certainly helped to raise the awareness of members within the club. I also received the ultimate accolade by being invited to give a similar presentation to a Deputy Course Managers training day for Crown Golf, at their headquarters at the Blue Mountain Golf Centre.

Finally - I daresay everyone has his own favourite digger driver. Ours is Digger Dave Lees, who works for Robert Cole Landscapes. He is one of those devastatingly helpful types, who can make the JCB sit up and dance. What he can't do with an excavator isn't worth bothering with.

Greenskeeper International 49
Towards the end of March we were finishing the last tee construction on the Avening course. Dave was roaring up and down with the digger carrying bucketfuls of muck and rubble, I was watching morosely from a short distance away, wondering how I was going to explain all this latest lot of mud and ruts to the Committee, when the JCB suddenly screeched to a halt and Digger Dave vaulted from the cab. “Aha,” he yelled triumphantly, “I thought so” and picked something up out of the mud.

I clumped over bad-temperedly, mentally cursing that I hadn’t been paying more attention, while conjuring up images of treasure-trove and Dave swapping the JCB for a Rolls Royce. When I got to him he was staring intently at a muddy, dripping object, which looked like a small stone with tattered fabric clinging to it. “Look at that,” he smirked, “A mobile phone - some poor so-and-so must have dropped it ages ago - ha! Won’t be much good now I’ve run it over.” He was just musing about how long it must have been lying there, when suddenly and unexpectedly - a rang.

“How’d-you-get-this-number?” Then the penny dropped. Slapping his pockets, and then looking desperately back into the cab, his own phone-holder was empty. The call terminated abruptly with a loud sizzling noise, and Digger Dave musing about how long it must have been lying there, when suddenly and unexpectedly - a rang.

“Hello?” he said slowly and suspiciously, and then much more abruptly, “How’d-you-get-this-number?” Then the penny dropped. Slapping his pockets, and then looking desperately back into the cab, his own phone-holder was empty. The call terminated abruptly with a loud sizzling noise, and Digger Dave clambered slowly back into the cab no doubt determined to take it out on the course.

Keep the news coming in guys - see you all at Forest Hills.

Home 01285 651908. Work 01453 837355. Mobile 07768 394593. paul.worster@tesco.net.

Paul Worster

South Coast

We have at last seen some winter weather during the last couple of weeks. The weather leading up to the cold snap has been unseasonably warm and dry which has brought its own set of problems. I know there have been several courses seeing unusual heavy levels of play because they have not been closed due to the good weather. No doubt everyone is very busy trying to finish those winter programmes before spring arrives.

We have been continuing our heathland restoration work and have had a number of trees removed as well as clearing some invasive scrub. We have followed this work up with removing debris that has covered the mineral soil and seed bank and hopefully in the next couple of years these areas will again be heather stands as they were some 40 years ago.

We should have expected bad weather in February, as it always seems to arrive when we have our Section seminar. We had a record turn out for the day, which was held at Canford Magna Golf Club, and also a reserve list. We have a ceiling of 110 delegates so for those who failed to get a place this year I suggest you apply earlier next. Thankfully the weather stayed good for us and a packed clubhouse was treated to a superb day with Jim Arthur agreeing to act as Chairman.

Ian Tomlinson gave us an excellent insight into the excellent work he is carrying out at Rungsted Golf Club, in Denmark. With a pesticide ban in force Ian, and promoting fescue and bents with excellent results. Ian was followed by Gordon Irvine, who is currently working at Royal Cinque Ports Golf Club as a Consultant.

Gordon is helping restore this great golf course back to its very best and his presentation showed us some of the work currently being carried out. Again it was promoting traditional greenkeeping, although Gordon also raised some issues that are concerning him within our profession and gave us some food for thought.

Malcolm Peake finished the morning session off with a presentation relaying the importance of teamwork when carrying out corrective programmes. The Chairman of the Green is a very important part of that team and Malcolm worked extremely hard with Martin Gunn, at Temple Golf Club, when he was Greens Chairman. It was suggested by Brian Pierson that Malcolm should be cloned so every golf club could have him!

Lunch followed and Canford Magna again provided an excellent buffet for us. There was a healthy buzz around the room as people discussed the morning’s presentations. Billy McMillan was first up after lunch and his presentation showed us the importance of teamwork, communicating effectively, expanding our teams to include committee members, etc as well as how to motivate effectively and fulfil those dreams.

The final speaker was National Chairman Kerran Daly, our former Section Chairman. Kerran is currently implementing a corrective programme at Gog Magog Golf Club with some staggering results after only three years. The rescues that once dominated the turf at Gog Magog are returning at a very impressive rate thanks to the hard work of the team.

Kerran ended his presentation by reciting one of his own poems, which was a tribute to Jim Arthur entitled ‘The Knights of King Arthur’ and the day was over.

I would like to thank Canford Magna Golf Club for their hospitality and in particular Alan and Jackie for all their help in ensuring the day ran so smoothly. We could not organise such a great seminar without the support from sponsors and I would like to thank BIGGA’s Gold and Silver Key holders and Farmura and Bredy Irrigation Services. Many thanks to all of the speakers who gave superb presentations and gave the captive audience much to think and talk about. Also, many thanks to Jim Arthur for ably chairing the day. It was good to see Jim enjoying the day listening to his disciples!

I would also like to thank the GTC and the R&A for all their support and help and in particular Fiona at the GTC who worked so hard in putting together the handouts. Lastly many thanks to all who attended. Our seminar continues to be a huge success and that is largely due to great support we get from those of you who attend, long may it continue! We are already looking at next year’s so if you have any particular speakers you wish to hear or a topic you want covered please contact me.

Our first golf day will be the spring tournament at Highcliffe Castle Golf Club, on Tuesday May 10. The 27 hole Stableford will be a qualifier again for the National Tournament. Divisional winners will receive free entry as well as the usual prizes from our sponsors. Cost for the day will be £19 and cheques, made payable to BIGGA South Coast, should be sent to: Chris Sturgess, 40 Kinsbourne Way, Thornhill, Southampton, Hampshire, SO19 6HB.

That’s all for this month, if you have any news then contact me at 01202 661106, 07966 386232 or a.mccombie@ntlworld.com.

Until next month

Alex McCombie

Devon and Cornwall

It’s just amazing what some Course Managers will get up to in order to earn some beer money! Andy Parker, the Course Manager at the Downs Golf Course at Crediton, is in the process of increasing his greenkeeping skills by becoming a marine salvage expert. Recently a member parked his car on the upper car park at the club in his usual spot, nothing wrong with that you might think, except that he neglected to put his hand brake on, oh dear.

You know what is coming next. You have guessed it; the car slowly but surely started to creep forward, through the fence, over the 10th tee, down the bank, straight into the lake constructed about a year ago, PLASH!

Well, as Andy said, it could have been a lot worse, it could have gone across the 18th green, at least it makes a change from a golf buggy entering the water.

February commenced with north and northeast winds, snow and frost, yes, we do have snow in Devon and Cornwall and freezing temperatures, that is until we arrived at Newquay Golf Club, on February 16.

The skies were a bright blue and looking down over Fistal Beach one could have been in the South of France. In fact it was so warm that the majority of the golfers finished their round playing in short sleeves. The day’s golf was kindly sponsored by Avoncrop Amenity Products, many thanks go to Rod Feltham, the Managing Director, and to our President, John Palfrey, who as Starter set all off from the first tee and was later on hand to give out the prizes.

The day commenced with a Stableford Competition, playing off the white tees, and the results were as follows: 1. Jason Brooks, Torquay Golf Club, 39 pts, Hcp 3; 2. Andy Parker, Downs Crediton, 34 pts, Hcp 5; 3. Mike Bush, from St Mellon International, 33 pts, Hcp 13.
30 members took part in the golf and Chris Pearson, the new Head Greenkeeper at Newquay, did a course walk with 20 non-golfers in glorious sunshine. A big thank you to Chris and his team for presenting the course in such excellent condition.

After the golf and course walk we sat down to a marvellous lunch thanks to Geoff, the Head Chef, which was enjoyed by all. The lunch was followed by a talk from none other than our old friend Dave Everett, Course Manager from Lyme Regis Golf Club, explaining how he copes with losing part of his course through coastal erosion, and we think we have problems! Well done Dave, your talk was appreciated by all.

Before rounding off my report for this month I have two requests, one from our President, John, who has asked that the member that won the Avoncrop Trophy, two years ago, please could he return it or contact John. The second request is from none other than me, with the same problem. The DOH Trophy has not been returned for some time, so I would be very grateful if you could contact me in the near future and return it.

Finally, I am endeavouring to arrange our summer meeting in June at Launceston Golf Club and will hopefully give you a date in next month's edition. That's about it. Keep well and keep fit, spring is around the corner.

Donovan O' Hunt

South Wales

After a long absence the South Wales Section is back. Hopefully all winter programmes are nearly to an end and that you are looking forward to the spring and summer. Wales has been lucky to miss the recent bad weather that has been affecting the east of Britain with snow drifts of 100ft in London, although very cold, the figures tell us that February was 20% drier than last year. Hopefully you have already applied to be apart of the Support team for this year’s Open Championship at St Andrews, to those who have, we hope that you will be successful with your application, for those who have not applied, this is an amazing opportunity to be apart of the biggest golfing event in Europe, it is strongly recommended that you apply next year. Contact BIGGA Headquarters for further details.

Congratulations go to Machynys Golf Course for taking on the Ladies Welsh Open 2005, I understand that Royal Porthcawl were happy to pass this event on to the new club and ease the pressure on the staff after a run of four years. A fantastic achievement. Hopefully you have already applied to be apart of the Support team for this year’s Open Championship at St Andrews, to those who have, we hope that you will be successful with your application, for those who have not applied, this is an amazing opportunity to be apart of the biggest golfing event in Europe, it is strongly recommended that you apply next year. Contact BIGGA Headquarters for further details.

Firstly I would like to apologise for the lack of notes over the last few months. It's now early March and the weeks are just passing so quickly. The winter work programmes are nearing completion and the spring competitions are fast approaching.

At Allen Park we will soon be bringing our new bunkers into play, which should provide both members and visitors with a completely new challenge. We are looking to automate the letters that get sent out by developing a database of email, 70% of people have access to email, so please supply your email address to Peter at the next gathering or send it to his home address which is 31 Browns Drive, Pennard, Swansea.

April 21 is the date for the Section’s Seminar, to be held at Royal Porthcawl Golf Club. Entitled 'The Balanced Approach', the schedule for the day is as follows:


Diolch

Kerry

NORTHERN IRELAND

Firstly I would like to apologise for the lack of notes over the last few months. It's now early March and the weeks are just passing so quickly. The winter work programmes are nearing completion and the spring competitions are fast approaching.

At Allen Park we will soon be bringing our new bunkers into play, which should provide both members and visitors with a completely new challenge. We have rebuilt and added about 30 new bunkers to our front nine, with a similar project on our back nine to commence in September this year.

I must add that the work was expertly completed by Trevor Simpson and his team from the contractors CJ Haffeys. Trevor is very well regarded by greenkeepers throughout the province for his skill in using his mechanical digger to shape and transform any area on your golf course. Golf Course Architect, David Jones, has expertly designed our bunker reconstruction.

Our new Section Secretary, Gary Crawford, from Royal Co Down, is currently organising a number of events for this year, which will lead up to our autumn seminar in early November.

The spring golf outing will be held in the last week of April. The venue has had to be changed at short notice, so members will be informed in early April of the exact date and location, which should be North Down. Other dates for the diary will be Fortwilliam GC on May 26; Allen Park on June 30; Clandeboy GC, which is a charity day on August 5, and the National Championship Qualifier at Royal Co Down in mid September.

So members why not introduce a colleague or greenkeeping friend to the Association and come along to our golf days this year and enjoy the genuine friendship and good humour that exists within our Section.

I would like to welcome here new members to the Section this month, Patrick O'Brien, Gerrard Hughes and David McClutchoon. Well that is all my news for this month.

Ken Henderson
Safe Use of Vehicles - The Hazards

Tutorial Ten

Under the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1992/1999 and PUWER, golf clubs have a responsibility to identity all hazards and mitigate the risks.

In general terms, the Regulations require that equipment provided for use at work is:
- suitable for the intended use;
- safe for use;
- maintained in a safe condition and, in certain circumstances, inspected to ensure this remains the case;
- used only by people who have received adequate information, instruction and training and, accompanied by suitable safety measures, e.g. protective devices, markings, warnings.

Golf clubs are never flat, or very rarely, and also require complicated manoeuvres to ensure all areas of the course are safely cut. The hazards associated with course machinery activities should be identified by the club in a formal risk assessment and should cover the use of all cutting and mobile machinery. The type of equipment to consider will be:

- Use of all cutting machinery
- Use of tractors
- Use of buggies
- Use of trailers
- Use of any other vehicles

The purpose of the risk assessment is to determine the following:

- What are the particular slopes and angle of descent/ascent?
- What are the difficult areas and risks to manoeuvre?
- Identify any steep drop offs.
- Identify any ditches or holes in the ground.
- Identify any on road areas and crossings.
- Identify any interactions with golfers or the public.

Once the risk assessment is completed there should ideally be a series of findings that identify concerns with the type of vehicle utilised or the specification of the vehicle to carry out the task. In addition, some of the findings may be that the routing of the vehicles could be improved to lower the risks.

Some of the measures to eliminate or reduce the risks will be:

- Fitting of Roll Over Protection (ROP) with seat belts.
- Using a different vehicle on steep slopes or on edges of tees.
- Fitting of edges to bridges, where the bridge is narrow for the vehicle.
- Elimination of wrong types on buggies.
- Improved routings to avoid main roads and crossings.
- Fitting of better guards.
- Use vehicles with better gearings for difficult areas.
- Protection of the vehicle from golf ball impacts.

Prepared by Haztek International Golf Club Health and Safety Advisors 0208 905 7552

Tip of the Month

Terry Buchen, CGCS, MG
Golf Agronomy International

HANDS FREE!

At the Bandon Dunes and Pacific Dunes courses, on the Oregon Coast, which are “walking-only” golf courses, a greenkeeper pulls a trolley that carries his bunker rake, where all of the bunkers are raked by hand; edging tools, for edging around the sprinkler heads and tee yardage plaques; fairway soil, seed and compost/fertiliser mixture in one of the larger buckets.

A second larger bucket is used for discarded tee and fairway divots and occasional discarded paper debris left by golfers. The smaller bucket can be used for a second soil, seed and compost/fertiliser mixture for the tees or for carrying small tools.

A roll of hose can also be placed around the handle when hand watering of the turf surfaces is required.

Do you have a tip that has helped you in your day-to-day work on the golf course? If so, why not share it with other greenkeepers. Please send any tips you feel would benefit your fellow readers to us either by post at BIGGA HOUSE or by email to gareth@bigga.co.uk.
Summer Dry Patch - localised dry patch

As summer approaches thought should be given to protecting fine turf from the unsightly dry patches caused by the summer stresses of higher temperatures, lower levels of participation and increased play. Localised dry spots can be remedied through the use of proven surfactant technologies, with the most effective defence being preventive applications over curative. New products to the market in 2005 provide even greater protection than before.
Take a look at the picture on the left and try to work out what problem you think it might be.

The answer will be hidden somewhere in the Buyers’ Guide section.

Okay, for the time being we may not be giving you a prize to work it out, but just think of the satisfaction of getting the problem solved!

**IrriTech Limited**

Independent Irrigation Consultants

Specialising in:

- Existing system evaluation
- System design & upgrade
- Project management

Contact Roger Davey on: 01823 690216

www.irritechlimited.co.uk
BUYERS' GUIDE

IRRIGATION

TORO
Call Lely: 01480 226848 or email: toro.info@ley.co.uk
www.toro.com

IRRIGATION SOLUTIONS

Call Lely: 01480 226848 or email: toro.info@ley.co.uk
www.toro.com

LAKE & POND MANAGEMENT

All the answers from Ponds to Reservoirs Specialist in Algae Control. Aquatic Maintenance and other Services
Please ring for brochure:
Tel: 01442 875615 / 07971 263588
16 Mobile, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 0TG
www.clarinetron.com

MOISTURISERS

MOWERS

Mobile Mower Services Ltd
"giving you the cutting edge"
Experts in the quality repair and maintenance of all types of golf course machinery throughout the South East.
We also provide a rapid turnaround for mower cylinder grinding.
Tel: 01634 200248
Fax: 01634 200400
www.mobilemowers.co.uk

SNACKS

LAKE CONSTRUCTION/LINERS

TILDENET

TILDENET

PEST CONTROL

SCRAPEAWAY

A New Organic Rabbit Deterrent
10 years in the making
Non-toxic
Biodegradable
AVAILABLE NOW
For further details, brochure & sample
Email: enquiries@scrapeaway.co.uk
Website: www.scrapeaway.co.uk
Mobile 07911 792575 / 07766 686506

pH CONTROL

Heron pH Control Systems
01903 724543 www.heron-electric.com

Cockleshell Path Media
FINETURF PRODUCTS
Tel: 01702 714004

RAILWAY SLEEPERS

RAILWAY SLEEPERS

LANDSCAPING GRADE SLEEPERS
SELECTED HARDWOOD AND TELEGRAPH POLES
BEST QUALITY PRICES ALSO
COCKLESHELL PATH MEDIA
BULK LOADS - DISCOUNTED PRICES
FINETURF PRODUCTS
Tel: 01702 714004

Railway Sleepers £6.50 each
New Untreated Oak £14 each
Sandstone Paving £12/m
Oak TGV Flooring
Why Pay More?
www.seahawes.com
Tel/Fax: 01869 253176
Mobile: 07976 955582

ROOT ZONE

BULK LOADS - DISCOUNTED PRICES

RUBBER CRUMB

The use of RUBBER CRUMB on grass as top dressing has been granted a PATENT in the UK and Ireland under Number EP0788301B1

TEBBUTT ASSO.
ARE THE LICENSEES
with CROWN III rubber crumb Turf Reinforcement, the licensed product
Contact Tebbutt Asso. on 01233 342003 or Fax 01233 346444
e-mail: tebbuttassociates@tecsal.co.uk

SOIL CONDITIONERS

Earth Tec Ltd
The Vital Link
The vital link to natural turfgrass management and rootzone technology
"as nature intended"
Tel: 01543 450757
e-mail: earthteclinfo@yahoo.co.uk

SPRAYS

WALKOVER SPRAYER

Perfect Results
Accurate and economical with a perfect spray pattern plus a simple pump design - Allen's durable sprayers are winners.
Call 08456 750150 for a brochure
www.allenpower.com

Allen Power Equipment Ltd
The Broadway, Didcot, OX11 6ES
sales@allenpower.com
www.allenpower.com
WORLD'S FASTEST GRINDER

Why the world's fastest grinder make for better running mowers and greener grass

The EXPRESS DUAL spin grinder is much faster than backlapping with no messy clean up. Ten minutes floor-to-floor for a cylinder grind. Easier to grind than lap. And everyone knows freshly ground mowers cut grass better than lapped mowers. Instead of bruised blades of grass; you get a smooth surgical cut. This makes for greener, healthier grass.

FREE TRIAL. Try out the EXPRESS DUAL spin grinder and ANGLEMASTER bottom blade grinder and see for yourself.

TEST DRIVE A DUAL CALL 01788 811600

SHARPER SOLUTIONS...with BERNHARD
www.expressdual.com

Recruitment

Lilley Brook Golf Club (Cheltenham Ltd)

A Mackenzie designed 18-hole private members golf club. Constructed in 1922, set amidst the rolling Cotswold landscape.

Requires an

EXPERIENCED ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

This is an ideal opportunity for a committed, self motivated greenkeeper to join an experienced team, who seek to produce work to the highest standards.

Applicants should be qualified to a S/NVQ Level 2 and should possess PA1a, 2a and PA6a spraying certificates.

Please apply in writing together with a full CV to:

The Course Manager, Lilley Brook Golf Club, Cirencester Road, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham, Glos GL53 8EG.

Any enquiries please phone Matthew Coles on 07899 848 099.

WATERLOOVILLE GOLF CLUB

Requires an

ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

The successful applicant will possess NVQ2 Greenkeeping and have a minimum 2 years experience

PA1, 2 & 6 would be an advantage

Applicants must be highly motivated, enthusiastic, and a committed team member

Applications in writing, with CV, by 30th April to:

The Course Manager, Waterlooville Golf Club, Cherry Tree Avenue, Cowplain, PO8 8AP

WINDLESHAM GOLF CLUB

Require an

EXPERIENCED FULL-TIME GREENKEEPER

We are currently seeking a self-motivated person to join our young team.

The successful candidate will preferably hold N.V.Q Level 2 or equivalent, along with PA1 and PA2A certificates.

But should also have a good knowledge of all greenkeeping practices, including irrigation systems and course construction.

Please reply in writing with full CV including current salary to:

Course Manager, Les Coombes,
Windleham Golf Club, Bagshot, Surrey GU19 5HY
Recruitment

Do you want to work in Holland?

Accept®

Accept is specialised in recruiting professionals for various trades all over Europe.

Right now we are looking for:

Head Greenkeepers
Assistant Head Greenkeepers
Greenkeepers
Assistant Greenkeepers

If you really are interested in working in Holland and have the right qualifications and motivation we will be able to offer you several options for the near future.

Please contact us in Holland at: +31-486-490330 and ask for Mr R Devers
Or mail your CV to: rdevers@nbs-grave.nl
Accept, Accept House, 6 Boldlane, Derby DE1 3NT
Accept, Trompetterstraat 32, 5361 ER grave, Netherlands
www.accept-jobs.com

ASSISTANT GREENKEEPERS
ERLESTOKE GOLF CLUB
(Under new ownership)

Are now seeking to increase the Greenkeeping staff. Positions are available for Assistant Greenkeepers who will be part qualified or fully qualified to NVQ level 2. Any other certificates would be advantageous.

Please apply in writing, including your CV to: Richard Gobardansingh, Erlestone Golf Club, Erlestone, Devizes, Wiltshire, SN10 5UB.

Houghton Le Spring Golf Club

Founded 1908 seek

HEAD GREENKEEPER

for 18 hole par 72 heather and meadowland course.

Salary negotiable along CGS recommended rates.

Applications with CV by 31st May 2005 to:
Hon Secretary, Houghton Le Spring Golf Club Ltd,
Copt Hill, Houghton Le Spring DH5 8LU

The provision of technical backup is a major part of the Barenbrug offering and an important part of this position, so we are looking for applicants with either some knowledge of the Amenity market or the capability to acquire it.

Liaison with Barenbrug Holland and other subsidiaries on technical, sales and marketing matters will be a regular occurrence.

If you are capable of operating in all segments of the Amenity market, are confident and capable of communicating with all levels of management, committed, self motivated and looking for a challenging and financially rewarding career move, we want to hear from you.

Barenbrug UK is a subsidiary of the international Barenbrug Group – the leading company in breeding grasses for the amenity and agricultural markets. With over a century of experience in seeds the Group produces over 90,000 tonnes of grass seed, grown in 20 carefully chosen countries and sold worldwide through an efficient marketing organisation.

Barenbrug aims to be the best and in doing so has become the leading company in grass breeding in the world.

FOR THE BEST JOB, GET ON THE BALL

Please send your CV, in confidence, by mail to: Julie Whitelaw, Barenbrug UK Ltd., 33 Perkins Road, Rougham Industrial Estate, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP30 9ND or email: JWhitelaw@baruk.co.uk

NORTHERN AREA MANAGER

We wish to appoint an Area Manager to promote and support the penetration of our varieties and mixtures in Northern England and North Wales.

Following a major investment programme in the region, which includes the appointment of new distributors and the opening of our dedicated facility in Falkirk, we wish to appoint an experienced person to grow our market share for our amenity branded mixtures. The successful candidate will need to develop close working relationships with our distributors and dealers.

The provision of technical backup is a major part of the Barenbrug offering and an important part of this position, so we are looking for applicants with either some knowledge of the Amenity market or the capability to acquire it.

Liaison with Barenbrug Holland and other subsidiaries on technical, sales and marketing matters will be a regular occurrence.

If you are capable of operating in all segments of the Amenity market, are confident and capable of communicating with all levels of management, committed, self motivated and looking for a challenging and financially rewarding career move, we want to hear from you.

BARENBRUG

THE BEST FOR TURF, BAR NONE!
Modern, innovative, different; it must be St Andrews Bay

Assistant Golf Superintendent

At St Andrews Bay we have combined the skills, expertise and personalities of Gene Sarazen, Bruce Devlin and Sam Torrance to create a magnificent golf resort boasting two cliff-top courses. If you're the sort of forward-thinking greenkeeper who is open to new ideas, then you could make the most of your five years' senior keeping experience in an area synonymous with golf.

Day-to-day you'll be involved with the running and maintenance of one of our courses, and will help to train your colleagues in all aspects of greenkeeping and its related health and safety issues. In addition, you'll deputise for the Golf Course Superintendent in his absence, working across both of our championship courses.

You'll already have an NVQ Level 3 or equivalent, and ideally hold spraying certificates PA1, 2 and 6. Enthusiastic and eager to learn, we'll provide all the training and support you need to develop your skills.

For an application form, please call our HR Department on 01334 837071. Alternatively, send your CV to Maura Petrie, HR Department, St Andrews Bay Golf Resort & Spa, St Andrews, Fife KY16 8PN. Email: hr@standrewsbay.com

Closing date: 29th April 2005.

We are an equal opportunity employer www.standrewsbay.com

Woolston Manor Golf Club

Has an immediate vacancy for

DEPUTY COURSE MANAGER

The successful Applicant should be motivated and hardworking and have basic knowledge of machinery maintenance and irrigation, as well as PA1, PA2 and PA6 spraying certificates and an NVQ 2 qualification.

Opportunity to advance career for the right candidate.

Apply with CV to:
Mr R Heaslip, Course Manager.
Woolston Manor Golf Club, Abridge Road, Chigwell Essex IG7 6BX
or email: golf@woolstonmanor.co.uk

MOOR ALLERTON GOLF CLUB

Located North of Leeds, this 27 hole Championship standard Trent Jones designed course offers an exceptional career opportunity for an

EXPERIENCED GREENKEEPER

To work with our existing team of nine. Must be committed and self motivated, educated to NVQ Level 2 with PA1, PA2 & PA6 spraying certificates would be an advantage.

Please apply in writing with CV by 30th April to:
Marcus Oakley, Moor Allerton Golf Club, Coal Road, Wike, Leeds LS17 9NH.

Glendale Grounds Management

Following the recent successful tender award we have vacancies for positions of:

ASSISTANT GREENKEEPERS

To join our existing teams in maintaining our 18 hole golf courses in Portsmouth.

The applicants must have:
• Experience and qualifications to NVQ Levels 2
• PA1 & PA6
• Full Driving Licence

GREENKEEPERS

To maintain our bowling greens and cricket tables within the City and surrounding area.

The applicants must have:
• Experience and qualifications to NVQ Levels 2/3
• PA1 & PA6
• Full Driving Licence

Please apply in writing, including full CV to:
Lisa Day, Administration Manager, Unit 9, The Nelson Centre, Portfield Road, Portsmouth, Hampshire, PO3 5SF
Glendale is an equal opportunities employer
Recruitment

BLACKPOOL NORTH SHORE GOLF CLUB

Applications are invited for the position of
HEAD GREENKEEPER

To manage the continuing programme and maintenance activities of our undulating
clay-based parkland course currently hosting county professional and amateur events.

The successful applicant will be self-motivated, enthusiastic and a committed leader
able to direct and manage our existing team. This includes weekend working.

Applicants should possess the following:-
• HNC/HND or appropriate academic vocational qualification or current course of study.
• Sound understanding of modern and traditional greenkeeping practices
• A thorough knowledge of turf machinery, and computer controlled irrigation systems
and the maintenance thereof
• Have the ability to prepare and work within an annual budgetary process
• Must be conversant with Health & Safety regulations and practice

The successful applicant may currently be in a senior position
although not necessarily as Head Greenkeeper.

The salary and conditions will reflect the importance the Club place on this appointment.

Applicants are requested to apply in writing or by email enclosing a full CV to
B. Roskell, Greens Chairman, Blackpool North Shore Golf Club,
Devonshire Road, Blackpool, Lanes. FY2 ORD

Email: office@bnsgc.com Telephone: 01253 352054

Applications received after 20th April may not be considered

ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

We are looking for someone who is highly motivated and able
to work as part of a team. You should be qualified to N.V.Q level 2.
Spraying certificates would be an advantage.

Apply in writing with CV to:
Mr J. Shimmons, Golf Manager, The Ashley Wood Golf Club,
Wimbourne Road, Blandford Forum, Dorset DT11 9HN

Tel: 01258 480379

Closing date: 20th April 2005

---

You care for turf... we care for turf, but will you earn up to £40k next year?
...and £60k the year after.

Interested? Read on...

There is no doubt the UK market for domestic
lawn care has taken off in the last couple of years, and
will continue to expand. The American market already exceeds
$29 billion dollars expenditure and the UK market is set to follow suit. There are a
handful of Lawn Care franchises available in our sector, many have no formal training in turf care, or
any course experience. Lawn Master is a company with a Unique difference. The majority of our staff are highly experienced, and we
are the only professional lawn treatment company to have come through the ranks with qualified commercial staff with experience.

Lawn Master has set the standards in the last few years for unrivalled quality and adaptable feed programs. Lawn Master has always refused to use the ‘one product’ franchise method, which some franchises use because they are of terrified of scorching lawns, or
know no better. Our customer base runs into thousands, employing our services between our depots, and customers are content in the knowledge that they have real qualified staff dealing with there lawns, rather than an ex-bus driver or redundant bank manager.

The ’Lawn Master franchise masters pack’ is the first of it’s kind to be offered in the UK. Since it’s launch in November 2004 we have opened two new areas run by fully qualified staff, to run along side our other outlets. The earnings potential is around £450 pounds per day per vehicle after business training.

What about turf knowledge experience?

Well you should already have a good idea how to treat lawns - just let us show
you how to put your knowledge and training to a more profitable use.

The package includes: ✓ full business support ✓ in-depth software package ✓ training ✓ professional machines and equipment

Finance packages are available of up to 66% per cent of the cost of the franchise so you could start with as little as £7000.

Want more information? Then send or call for an info pack to:
Lawn Master, Tampike House, St. Georges Road, St. George, Abergele, Conwy LL22 9BN
0845 60 22 054
The reduction in fungicides - a new dawn or a nail in the coffin for commercially viable golf?

Last month I talked about change and the need to embrace it. Nothing illustrates this need better than the current reduction in available fungicides. As a turf manager, one can bemoan their loss or alternatively, see this as a positive step towards sustainable swards providing economical golf played on traditional, hard wearing, dry firm surfaces based on indigenous grass species.

Having just returned from the South Coast seminar I feel very positively stimulated about the health of our profession when it can produce such high level debate to a full house. The dissertation from Ian Tomlinson about how he had converted Poa greens to fescue/bent greens after the ban on fungicides in Denmark, where he works, was inspiring and he must be congratulated on such an excellent piece of work, which he is willing to share with all.

His recipe for getting back to sustainable greens is creating much interest from the R&A, who have published their first of two articles on this in this magazine. For all Course Managers who have concerns about having Poa dominated greens with future restrictions on fungicides looming, it is well worth the read. His pictures of a Danish golf course with 100% fescue on all areas were extremely thought provoking.

It was also most encouraging to note the enthusiasm of all speakers for the current work being carried out by the R&A on their best practice website, www.bestcoursesforgolf.org. The best practice now being advised encourages natural sustainable management practices based on fescue/bent swards. As an Association we very much welcome such initiatives and are happy to support the R&A in any way we can. Members can help by signing their clubs onto the site to join over 1000 clubs who have already done so. To have the leading industry body advocating sustainable environmental management of indigenous swards is of huge assistance to us as greenkeepers. We must congratulate the R&A for this positive initiative and I would recommend all to support it.

It seems to me that in this ever more increasingly commercial world there are two ways our industry can go. The one is based on single minded, autocratic leaders of the various bodies squaring up to each other like Tweedledee and Tweedledee to defend their own self interest. The other is based on leadership styles which are strong enough to allow for inclusion, cooperation and mutual support for the good of all.

This latter style is the more demanding and requires people with the conviction and determination to carry it through but it is surely the way forward. Open criticism of one another is an infringement of our civil liberties and freedom to choose but, much the same as ‘seat belts’ and ‘alcohol limits’, it would appear that sometimes restrictions need to be imposed upon us for the good of the nation and our own long term health. If we do not want imposed restrictions and regulations then maybe we need to act a little more responsibly. As Robert Zimmerman ironically puts it: "To live outside of the law you have to be honest" Being honest, especially with oneself, is rarely a bad thing.

Kerran Daly
Chairman
It’s ONLY Chipco® Green

The ONLY contact fungicide you can also apply with a knapsack sprayer
(unlike chlorothalonil based products)

- The ONLY contact fungicide with such a broad spectrum of control (6 diseases) in all weathers.
- The ONLY contact turf fungicide with label approval for the curative control of fusarium.
- The ONLY contact fungicide that prevents the need for switching for two whole weeks.
- The ONLY contact fungicide with such excellent safety to fine turf and mycorrhiza.
- The ONLY contact fungicide turf professionals come back to - time after time.
- Chipco® Green - could it be the ONLY contact fungicide that fulfils all your needs?

THE UK AND IRELAND’S NO.1 TURF FUNGICIDE

Bayer Environmental Science
A Business Group of Bayer CropScience
Durkan House, 214-224 High Street,
Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire EN8 7DP
Tel: 01992 784260 Fax: 01992 784276
www.bayer-escience.co.uk

CHIPCO® GREEN contains iprodione. ALWAYS READ THE LABEL. USE PESTICIDES SAFELY (MAPP 11211). CHIPCO is a registered trademark of Bayer. © Bayer Environmental Science 2005.
Running smoothly from tee to green

The Castrol Horticultural range has been formulated to help you keep your course in perfect condition. With over 100 years of dedicated experience in developing premium products, you’re in good hands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product description</th>
<th>Pack size</th>
<th>Total pack price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Castrol Carelube HES 46</td>
<td>25L</td>
<td>£124.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castrol Carelube HTG 32</td>
<td>25L</td>
<td>£81.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castrol Carelube CBL FE</td>
<td>25L</td>
<td>£110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castrol Agri MP Plus 10W-30</td>
<td>25L</td>
<td>£31.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Stroke chain saw oil</td>
<td>12 x 0.5L</td>
<td>£33.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Stroke chain saw oil</td>
<td>12 x 1L</td>
<td>£47.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Stroke chain saw oil</td>
<td>4 x 5L</td>
<td>£59.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Stroke lawn mower oil</td>
<td>12 x 0.5L</td>
<td>£29.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Stroke lawn mower oil</td>
<td>4 x 5L</td>
<td>£55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castrol horticultural 4 Str lawn mower oil</td>
<td>12 x 0.5L</td>
<td>£29.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castrol horticultural 4 Str lawn mower oil</td>
<td>4 x 5L</td>
<td>£57.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horticultural 4-stroke en</td>
<td>12 x 1L</td>
<td>£39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horticultural 4-stroke en</td>
<td>4 x 5L</td>
<td>£51.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chainsaw chain oil</td>
<td>12 x 1L</td>
<td>£47.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chainsaw chain oil</td>
<td>4 x 5L</td>
<td>£39.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castrol One Shot</td>
<td>24 x 0.125L</td>
<td>£47.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREE Castrol Agri polo shirt with every 100 litres ordered.
FREE Castrol Agri fleece with every 250 litres ordered.

Promotion runs from 18th April until 30th June 2005. While stocks last.

For further information on the Castrol Range, or to place an order, contact Becky Bond 01793 452987